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Early voters
taking time on
gay marriage
amendment
Coursey said truck drivers
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
have been among the majority of
Staff Writer
those who are voting early.
People are taking an early
Others who might be interest
interest in voting, and maybe
include women in the third
that's because it's a presidential
trimester of pregnancy, anyone
election with the controversial
who is scheduled for surgery the
marriage amendment on the balfirst Tuesday in November and
lot.
people who will be out of town.
Calloway County Clerk Ray
"It's been a pretty stead)
Coursey Jr. said there's been a
crowd," Coursey said. "... There
steady flow of residents using
has been a lot of interest."
the early voting machine and
One of the concerns of early
absentee ballots.
voting is residents aren't sure
The early voting machine
about the constitutional amendwas set up Wednesday. Coursey
ment on the ballot that proposes
said at least 115 people have
banning gay marriage. Coursey
voted since then, including
said he hopes people understand
almost 40 on the first day.
what the amendment asks before
The machine is set up in the
they come to vote.
clerk's office in the courthouse
• The amendment reads: "Are
for anyone who will be out of
you in favor of amending the
town or not able to vote on Nov.
2. Voters may cast their ballots Kentucky Constitution to profrom 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. weekdays.
•See Page 2
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Calloway County resident Don Senf emerges from the
early voting machine located inside the office of Calloway
County Clerk Ray Coursey Jr. this morning.

McConnell to stump for
Winters here Wednesday

Winters

McConnell

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray's Ken Winters is getting some campaign support from one of Kentucky's top
Republicans about two weeks before the Nov.
2 election.
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell will he in
Murray on Wednesday afternoon to campaign
for Winters, a Republican who is running
against Mayfield's Dennis Null for the 1st
District state Senate seat. The two men are
seeking to replace Bob Jackson as this area's
senator after Jackson chose not to run again.
The district represents Calloway, Carlisle,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Lyon and Trigg
counties.
McConnell, who is the U.S. Senate's
majority whip, will be at the courthouse
square in Murray at 1:30 p.m. Wednesday to
speak on behalf of Winters. He will visit

II See Page 2
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There was rough weather in Calloway County several hours before Monday night's storms. Late Monday morning, this tree was reported as having been toppled onto the southbound lane of Ky. 121. Traffic was still able to
flow freely through the northbound lane before the tree was removed at around noon.

Twisters cause little damage
By ERIC WALKER
said were identified
Managing Editor
the National Weather
Service in Paducah, as
Calloway County not only dodged a
well as the weather
bullet last night, but a few of them as
severe weather pushed through the region
spotters. _ ,
The first one,
and spawned tornados.
No significant damage was reported,
according to Steen,
was northwest of
other than downed power lines and trees
in the southern portion of the county. That
Baker Crossroads and
was in contrast to areas to the north and
Crossland west of
Steen
south which sustained heavy damage and
Midway and Hazel,
respectively. "It was
injuries.
"We were very fortunate that we saw an F-1, a small one, but it was confirmed
little damage," said Jeff Steen, director for on the ground."
the Calloway County Office of
According to scanner traffic at about 8
p.m., the funnel was four miles west of
Emergency Management.
After an early round of strong storms Hazel, at which time Hazel Fire
Monday, that night saw another system Department personnel activated that city's
lumber in at about 7 p.m. Steen said vol- warning siren. Sirens were also activated
unteer weather spotters from the in Murray.
Steen said more rotation, confirmed by
Murray/Calloway County Department of
Emergency Services, as well as volunteers both radar and spotter sightings, at 8:20
for Murray State University's amateur p.m. moved east to northeast toward
radio club, began scanning the skies for a Hazel and passed over the city. Spotters
convection front which leads a severe followed the funnel cloud east over the
weather band.
Kentucky-Tennessee border.
The front preceded a super cell that had
Both Murray Police Department and
two distinct funnel clouds, which Steen the Calloway County Sheriff's Office

reported this morning that there had been
no damage reports made from Monday
night's storms.
Steen also credited Calloway County
Fire and Rescue, which had personnel at
each station, and HFD to spot and help
clear downed lines and trees in roadways.
"These are multiple organizations and
they have guys and girls out there!" he
said.
A threat of severe weather lingered for
today, mainly through a 50 percent change
of storms. Tonight's forecast calls for a 20
percent chance of rain before tapering off
until the vyeekend.
The Ledger & Times was unable to
contact anyone with the National Weather
Service for additional information by
press time this morning.
Steen said the Jackson Purchase region
can see tornadic attivity at any time of the
year; not just in the spring and summer

•See Page 2

Senate committee passes 2005 plan
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)-The Senate -Appropriations .andRevenue Committee approved a
2005 state health insurance proposal this morning.
The measure now heads to
the full senate for consideration,
and a vote is expected later
Tuesday. State lawmakers are
moving to avoid a statewide
strike by teachers, who are upset
over proposed raises in health
benefit costs.
If the Senate passes the plan,
it could be sent back to the
House by midmorning, Senate
President David Williams, RBurkesville, said Monday.
Senators spent Monday
working behind the scenes on
last-minute revisions aimed at
sweetening the health insurance
plan and avoiding a threatened
statewide teachers' strike.
The appropriations and revenue committee adjourned without taking any action on the proposal late Monday.
Monday marked the start of
the General Assembly's third
week in special session. Gov.

FORA FULL TIME
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NW *KEN

WINTERS
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Sen. Bob Jackson, D-Murray, discusses the health insurance plan used by Kentucky teachers and state employees during a legislative meeting earlier this month.
Ernie Fletcher called lawmakers
back to Frankfort to work exclusively on a state health insurance
plan that would cover about
229,000 retired and active public school employees and state
workers.
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their current benefits aren'i
restored.
•
The
Democrat-controlled
House approved a plan last week
that
lowers
premiums,
deductibles and out-of-pocket
expenses for people covered by
the state plan.
Early Monday, Williams had
predicted lawmakers had a
"good chance" of voting on the
proposal later in the day.
However, a series of delays
ensued, as lawmakers wrapped
up final "fine print" details and
suggested last-minute changes
to the plan.
"There's an old saying: It's
not that you don't trust the dealer, we just want to cut the
cards," Williams said. "And
that's what we did. We cut the
cards."
The GOP-controlled Senate
was looking at ways to improve
maternity benefits and coverage
for hearing aids. The Senate
appropriations panel approved
an amendment that would cover
children under age IS who need
hearing aids.

When Fletcher announced
next year's state health insurance proposal, it was met with a
huge public outcry. Teachers
have threatened to strike on Oct.
27 — less than a week beforec
the November elections — if •See

what matters:
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Calloway County not hurting in rain
department.
— See Page 2
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College costs, private loans see increases
By JUSTIN POPE
AP Education Water
The pace of ever-rising college costs has sloil7ed somewhat
this year, and students are relying more on private loans rather
than grants or other federal
sources to finance their education, according to two new studies.
This year, the average tuition
for in-state students at public,
four-year colleges rose 10.5 percent to $5,132, according to twin
studies released Tuesday by the
College Board. Last year tuition
rose by 13 percent, the first double-digit increase in a decade.
Tuition at two-year public
colleges rose 8.7 percent this
year to $2,076, and at private
colleges rose 6.0 percent to
$20,082.
Factoring in room and board,
prices at public, four-years rose
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7.8 percent to $11,354. Costs at
private institutions were up 5.6
percent to $27,516. Of course,
most students don't pay the full
sticker price — in 2003, the
average full-time equivalent student saw those figures shrink by
an average $4500 in grants and
tax benefits.
In the current year, the net
costs of higher education have
likely gone up, though the
College Board can't yet say for
sure because student aid data is a
year behind the tuition price
data.
The survey also found students are turning increasingly to
private loans to pay for school,
borrowing $11.3 billion last year
from non-federal sources, mostly private lenders. That figure
has risen 147 percent in three
years — and it doesn't include
credit card debt, which as many
as. one-quarter of college students may be relying on to
finance their education.
Loans through banks and
other private sources accounted
for 16 percent of education loan
volume in 2003, compared to
just 7 percent in 1998.
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WEATHER
Tonight will be
mostly cloudy.
Wednesday
A 74 will be mostly
LOW: cloudy with
highs in the
lower 70s.
Wednesday
night will be
partly cloudy.
HIGH:

55

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Calloway County
Fiscal Court will meet at 7
p.m. Tuesday. The agenda
includes a resolution honoring
the CCHS softball team, the
second reading of an electioneering ordinance, and an
executive session to discuss
pending litigation.
• The Murray Board of
Education will meet at 7 p.m.
Thursday at Murray Middle
School.
• Halloween trick-or-treat
hours will be from 5 to 8 p.m.
Saturday. Oct. 30.
• Murray No. 2 Water
District on Ky. 121 South will
flush hydrants Oct. 29 and 30.
If water runs cloudy, flush outside hydrant until clear. Do not
wash clothes until water
clears.
III To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

RE-ELECT DORIS PARHAM
Murray City Council
Murray's Fine With Ballot Choice '9

It's fine for students to borrow for college; the earnings
premium is high," said Sandy
Baum, senior policy analyst
with the College Board and an
economist at Skidmore College.
But a continued trend favoring
borrowing over grants would
hurt poorer students, who aren't
helped as much by tax benefits
or by the trend toward meritbased state aid programs.
"For low-income students it's
particularly difficult, because
they don't have family resources
on which to fall back to help
them repay their loans," she
said.
According to the College
Board, which owns the SAT,student aid from the federal government rose 10 percent in real
terms in 2003-2004 to more than
$81 billion. Funds for Pell
Grants, the primary support for

low-income students and a topic
in the presidential campaign,
rose 6 percent, even after adjusting for inflation.
But the number of Pell Grant
recipients also rose 7 percent,
and the average amount of each
grant fell 1 percent in constant
dollars.
David Ward, president of the
on
Council
American
Education, which represents
public and private schools, said
political pressure, cost-cutting
and improving state budgets
have helped moderate tuition
increases. But he said a fundamental issue remains: colleges
are getting more of their support
from students and less of it from
taxpayers.
"It's the substitution of
tuition for state support that's
causing tuition to go up," he
said.

County doing OK with rain
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
The prevailing notion has
been that Calloway County,
along with the rest of western
Kentucky, has been locked in
the grips of a drought the last
several weeks. John Ed Scott,
though, while acknowledging
that the wet stuff has been quite
scarce lately, will differ with
anybody when it comes whether
or not this qualified as a
drought.
"Actually, we're not behind
at all," said Scott, who knows a
thing or two about the rainmeasurement business as the
Murray-area information person
for the National Weather Service
Office in Paducah, a job he has
been doing since 1962.
"What you have to remember
is that we had a lot of rain earlier this year, so that got us off to
a good start. As a matter of fact,
I remember looking at the gauge
at the end of September, and,
actually, we were about even
then."
Now, though, things have
changed a bit. Last week saw the
Murray area have rain three of
the first four days, putting an

end to a rainless streak that Scott
believes may have started in
August.
A small shower measured
.042 in his gauge inside the city
late Friday night into Saturday
before a pair of rather strong
thunderstorms added a hefty
nine-tenths of an inch to the total
Monday.
More water Caine last night in
the form of thunderstorms and
more is predicted again for
today. In fact, rain is in the forecast through Thursday, and the
NWS is cautioning that it could
be very heavy at times.
"What's bothering me right
now is what the wind could do,"
Scott said, noting how very
strong winds had caused problems after the passage of a cold
front Monday morning. Many
trees were reported as having
been downed, including one that
landed in the southbound lane of
Ky. 121 around five miles south
of Murray.
One thing that seems to have
dissipated is the fire danger
around the area. Toward the
middle of last week, a ban on
burning was lifted that coincided with the arrival of the rains.

•Twisters ...
From Front
months. One example is the tornado that roared through the Harris
Grove area in November 2001.
"We get a lot of stuff in the spring, but we still get stuff all year
round," he said, adding these weather patters moving through the
area are more scattered than clearly defined.
"It's a roll-of-the-dice type thing," Steen added.

•McConnell ...
From Front
Graves County earlier in the day.
"I am looking forward to having Senator McConnell in Murray,"
Winters said. "We're always proud to have him in western
Kentucky. I am deeply grateful for his strong support of my candidacy."

he 's unwiredfor you ... taking is rues and nuking strides!"
ACTIVITIMCOMMUNITV INVOLVEMENT
• Murray City Council 1999 - Present
• Summer in the Park Food Program Grant Coordinator
• Kentucky Black Caucus 2nd Vice President
• Character Counts Coalition of Murray
• Murray Electric System Board Member

From Front
vide that only a marriage
between one man and one
woman shall be a marriage in
Kentucky, and that a legal status
identical to or similar to marriage for unmarried individuals
shall not be valid of recognized."
The state Constitution does
not define marriage. That's why
voters will approve or reject a

Your objectives:
Strong portfolio, dividend income. performance.

change to the Constitution to
define marriage as a union
between one man and one
woman and mandate that no
legal status will be given to
unmarried individuals.
A "yes" vote will change the
Constitution to define marriage.
A "no" vote will leave the
Constitution as it is regarding
marriage, thus leaving the law to
currently prohibit same-sex
marriage and legal recognition.
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Murra'y man will appear in
court next month on a sex-related charge involving a minor.
Timothy Davenport was
arraigned Monday in Calloway
District Court. A pre-trial con-

ference is scheduled for 9 a.m.
Nov. 9 in district court. •
Davenport is charged with
use of a minor in a sexual performance. A Calloway County
Sheriff's Department deputy
arrested him at his Murray Paris
Road home Sept. 18.

Amber alert canceled after
father, two daughters
found in Ohio
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A Louisville man and his two
daughters, who were the objects of an Amber Alert, were found
early today in Miami County, Ohio after police stopped a vehicle.
based on a description that had been broadcast, said Louisville
Metro Police spokesman Dwight Mitchell.
The alert was issued after police trying to arrest Keith Damell
Knuckles on rape and sodomy charges discovered the body of a
5-year-old girl dead inside a Louisville residence home Monday.
Knuckles was found near Dayton, Ohio just before 5 a.m.
EDT along with 6-year-old Kathia Knuckles and 2-year-old
Karissa Darnise Knuckles, Mitchell said.
The 5-year-old's death was being handled as a death investigation, pending a ruling by the coroner on the cause, police said.
Her identity was not been released.

"When they go into the
machine, they are taking time to
read the constitutional amendment," Coursey said. "By law,
they are allowed two minutes in
the voting booth. A lot of them
are pushing that."
The Defense of Marriage Act
was enacted by the U.S.
Congress in 1996 to prohibit
federal recognition of same-sex
marriages and permits states to
do likewise, according to information from the Kentucky
Legislative
Research
Commission. Kentucky adopted
.legislation in 1998 to prohibit
same-sex marriage and prohibit
recognition or validation of

same-sex marriages from other
states. Thirty-five states have
passed similar laws and four
states — Alaska, Hawaii,
Nebraska and Nevada — have
incorporated marriage definitions in their constitutions,
according to the LRC information.
In its 2004 session, the
General Assembly passed a bill
that proposes amending the constitution, restricting marriage to
only heterosexual couples. This
change will be decided by the
state's voters.
A total of 11 states are considering similar measures concerning the topic.
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Calloway County Sheriff's Department
•A possible injury accident was reported at 1:57 a.m. Saturday
on Ky. 80 at U.S. 641 North. EMS and Calloway County Fire and
Rescue were notified.
•An injury accident was reported at 7:28 am. Saturday. Irene A.
Elliott, 71, of Puryear, Tenn., was traveling northbound on Mitchell
Story Road when the vehicle's right side dropped off the road
onto the shoulder. Elliott overcorrected and she lost control,
sending the vehicle sideways down the road and off into a ditch
on the left side of the road, where the front of the vehicle struck
the ditch, causing the vehicle to roll over. The vehicle came to a
rest on the driver's side. Elliott and the passenger — Cynthia R.
Wilson, 14, of Puryear — were removed from the vehicle with
assistance from bystanders. EMS transported Elliott and Wilson
to Murray-Calloway County Hospital, where they were treated
and released, a hospital spokeswoman said Monday.
•A cell caller reported a juvenile driving a white Ford at 10:39
a.m. Saturday. The vehicle was found parked on Ky. 94 East. A
deputy spoke with the driver and the juvenile about the legal consequences if caught.
• CCFR was notified of lumber fires burning on Ky. 280 near
Panorama Shore signs at 3:05 p.m. Saturday.
•Someone was reported trying to break into a house on Ky. 94
West at 1:12 am. Sunday. A male was arrested.
• An injury accident was reported at 12:11 p.m. Sunday on
Ledbetter Road involving juveniles on a four-wheeler. An investigation is continuing.
•A field fire was reported at 2:37 p.m. Sunday at Cherokee Trail
and Wiswell Road. CCFR was notified. A caller at 2:42 p.m. said
the fire was out but CCFR still may want to respond.
•Marshall County dispatch said medical aid was needed at 4:05
p.m. Sunday because a woman fell from a horse and the horse
may be stepped on her head. She was at Jeffrey Cemetery Lane.
EMS was notified.
▪ A theft was reported at 4:10 p.m. Sunday at Megan Drive. The
caller said some of his DVDs were stolen from his apartment. A
second-degree burglary case was opened.
•An assault was reported by a caller on Taylor Store Road at
7:48 p.m. Sunday.
•A theft was reported on Roosevelt Road at 8:50 p.m. Sunday.
Some guns and a cell phone were taken and the caller thought
his brother-in-law was the suspect. A case was opened.
Murray Police Department
•A burglary was reported at 7:31 a.m. Monday at a Chris Drive
residence.
•An injury accident was reported at 12:51 p.m. Monday on U.S.
641 South.
•Possible gun shots were reported at 7:15 p.m. Monday at 505
N. Fifth St.
•Extra patrol was requested Monday night because of a peeping
Tom at 414 S. Eighth St.
• A fire alarm sounded at Murray State's West Farm Carmen
Pavilion at 12:08 a.m. Tuesday and again at 2:58 a.m.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

•Early ...
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Health secretary tells
elderly not to stand
in line for flu shots
By The Associoated Press
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — U.S.
Health and Human Services
Secretary Tommy Thompson
said Monday there will be
enough flu vaccine available for
most people who need it and
told seniors to stop standing in
long lines to get a shot.
. "We want people to relax,"
Thompson said at a news conference. "The flu season is not
here. ... This is not an emergency right now."
Panicked seniors have been
waiting in lengthy queues at
pharmaciq and supermarkets
around the country to get flu
shot since news of a shortage
surfaced this month. British regulators shut down shipments
from Chiron Corp., which had
made 48 million flu shots in an
English factory for the United
States. Some batches of the vaccine were contaminated with a
worrisome bacteria.
The surprise decision cut the
U.S. supply of flu shots almost
in half, leading national officials
to ask healthy, younger people
to skip getting a flu shot this
year.
Thompson said flu vaccine
will be reallocated to parts of the
country where it is needed most.
Most at risk to have severe complications from the flu are seniors and young children. •
"We don't want people to
stand in line," he said."We want
them to understand that if you
are a senior, there is a good possibility you will get a vaccine."
He advised people to first
seek the shot from their doctor
or a clinic. If that fails, they
should notify the Centers for
Disease Control in Atlanta, he
said.
There are still 20 million
doses for seniors and 4 million
doses for children that are being
shipped out at a rate of about 3
million.. per week.. Thpmpwu
-"We are looking all over the
regions to find out where there is
a shortage, and we will redeploy
the resources to make sure the
seniors get the vaccine first." he
said, noting that 91 percent of
flu deaths last year were among
people 65 or older.
Thompson was in Tampa to
announce that his agency has
joined a state of Florida lawsuit
against a Fort Lauderdale cbmpany accused of trying sell the
scarce flu vaccine at inflated
prices.
ASAP Meds Inc., which does
business as Meds-Stat, was sued
Last week by Florida Attorney
General Charlie Crist and by
Kansas Attorney General Phill
Kline. The company has denied
price-gouging accusations and
said it will fight the lawsuits.
Thompson said there should
be enough vaccine to inoculate
55 million to 60 million people
this year."which is going to take
care of a lot of our elderly."
Last year. he said, 87 million

Amid flu-shot crisis,
elderly should get
pneumococcal vaccine
By LAURAN NEERGAARD
AP Medical Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)— The flu-shot shortage makes it more
imperative for elderly Americans to get a second, often overlooked vaccine that protects against a type of pneumonia germ
that's a common complication of influenza.
Called pneumococcal vaccine, it's a one-time shot for anyone
65 or older. Younger people with heart and lung diseases, diabetes or weak immune systems need it, too.
It's not a replacement for a flu shot; high-risk patients should
continue trying to find that.
But many of the same people most vulnerable to flu also are
at high risk from this dangerous bacterial infection. They need
the pneumococcal vaccine anyway — and this fall marks a good
time to go ahead and get it, especially if they can't find a flu shot.
"Absolutely," says Dr. Gregory Poland of the Mayo Clinic,
who advises the government on pneumococcal vaccine. "It's a
good backup to prevent the complications of influenza."
Despite its name, the pneumococcal vaccine protects against
more than pneumonia. It prevents deadly blood infections and
meningitis, too, caused by a bacterium called pneumococcus.
It's a scary germ, because it causes so much damage so rapidly.
Poland describes a seemingly healthy grandmother who one
day felt a little achy and feverish. The next day, she was rushed
to the hospital — and doctors watched in horror as jet-black, gangrenous streaks gradually formed on her limbs. The germs had
infected the woman's bloodstream.
"To save her, they would have to cut away parts of her,"
Poland recalls.
Her hands and feet amputated, she now uses a wheelchair.
Federal data show that each year, 175,000 Americans are hospitalized with pneumococcal-caused pneumonia. In addition, the
germ causes more than 50,000 blood infections and up to 6,000
cases of meningitis. Almost 6,000 die.
A childhood vaccine, called Prevnar, has proved very effective
at battling seven pneumococcal strains common in babies and
toddlers.
But millions of adults are at high risk from additional strains
of the germ and thus need the adult version of the vaccine,
according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention:
III Everyone 65 and older.
MI Anyone with diabetes, heart disease, chronic lung disease
except asthma, chronic liver disease or kidney failure.
•Anyone with weakened immune systems from cancer. HIV
or organ transplants.
a People without,a functioning spleen or who have sickle cell
flisease.
III Residents of long-term care facilities.
Every fall, the CDC issues a call for those people to get the
vaccine, called Pneumovax — a call this year overshadowed by
the flu-shot crisis.
The government hopes to have 90 percent of the elderly vaccinated against pneumococcal disease by 2010, but just 63 percent are now. Even fewer of the younger high-risk patients are
thought to be protected.
"Both the public and unfortunately health care workers are
inadequately informed," Poland laments. 'They simply do not
know this vaccine is available."
Medicare pays for the shot; for younger patients, cost ranges
from $30 to $50. The good news: There's no shortage of
Pneumovax. Poland says, although there is only one supplier.
Merck & Co.
While one shot lasts the elderly a lifetime, anyone under 65
when they get the adult vaccination needs a booster after five
years.
Stay tuned: Health officials are considering expanding the
number of people who should get vaccinated to anyone 50 or
older. That's the age when the risk of invasive pneumococcal disease begins to rise, before a more dramatic surge in the 60s,
explains Poland, who is heading a CDC panel debating the
change.
For now, if today's toll isn't convincing enough, consider that
the germs are rapidly evolving ways to defy antibiotic treatment
— making prevention increasingly important.
"Ignorance isn't bliss," Poland warns. "Sometimes it kills
you."
doses were manufactured and 84
million were used. The rest had
to be destroyed.
Five years ago, just 35 million people got the vaccine,
Thompson said, attributing the
increase to a Bush administration program that encouraged
flu shots.
Thompson said the number
of vaccine makers willing to sell
in this country must be increased

to avoid future shortages.
Congress must remove liability
for the vaccine makers, and the
government must commit to
buying millions of doses of flu
vaccine every year so manufacturers can be assured of a "ready
market," he said.
Vaccines seldom are profitable, particularly flu vaccine,
which is good only for the year
in which it's made.
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S.S. benefit checks get boost
but Medicare premiums up
By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
AP Economics Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The cost of living
adjustment intended to help more than 47 million
Social Security recipients keep up with inflation
is expected to be a tad larger in 2005 than it was
this year, but the bad news is that much of the
increase will be eaten up by higher Medicare
premiums.
The Social Security Administration was
announcing the new cost of living adjustment, or
COLA, Tuesday, but in advance of the release
many private economists were predicting a gain
of slightly better than 2.5 percent, which would
be up from the increase Social Security recipients received at the beginning of this year of 2.1
percent.
While the new increa.se will translate into a
rise in average monthly benefits of around $20,
more than half of that amount will be eaten up by
higher Medicare premiums.
The government announced last month that
Medicare premiums will increase by a record
amount in dollar terms of$11.60 per month starting in January, compared to a monthly premium
increase of $7.90 this year.
Under law, no Social Security beneficiary will
get lower benefits than that person is currently
getting even if their Social Security cost-of-living adjustment does not cover the entire cost of
the Medicare premium increase.
But advocates for the elderly said that protection still means that millions of Social Security
beneficiaries at the low-end of the benefit scale
will see no gain at all this year because the
COLA increase will all be eaten up by the
Medicare premium increase.
"That means that many people will have no
ability to keep up with inflation," said John
Rother, policy director at AARP, formerly the
American Association of Retired Persons.
Rother and other private economists said
another problem is that the COLA will not cover
the big jump in heating costs many Americans
are expected to see this winter, reflecting crude
oil prices that have climbed to an all-time high
above $50 per barrel.
"Unless energy prices come down soon, it is
going to be a tough winter for lower income
households and seniors," said Mark Zandi. chief
economist at Econom.com. "Many people may
have to decide between buying Christmas presents and paying their heating bill."
The cost of living adjustments announced

Thursday will go to more than 52 million people.
That includes 47 million people receiving Social
Security benefits and the rest receiving
Supplemental Security Income payments that go
to the poor.
In the closing days of the presidential campaign, Democratic challenger Sen. John Kerry is
accusing President Bush of planning a surprise
second-term effort to privatize Social Security,
saying such a move would be a "disaster for
America's middle class."
Kerry pointed to a Sunday New York Times
Magazine story that quoted Bush as telling supporters that "privatizing Social Security" would
be high on his second-term agenda. Kerry promised "I will never privatize Social Security." The
reaction from the Bush campaign was to call the
published report "flat inaccurate."
"The seniors will continue to get their
checks," Bush told the Associated Press in an AP
interview. "It is wrong to try to scare people
going into the polls."
Social Security will face a funding shortfall
beginning in 2018 as the demands of baby
boomer retirements mean that the government's
biggest benefit program will be paying out more
in benefit checks than it is collecting in payroll
taxes from current workers.
While Bush campaigned in 2000 on a program to partially privatize Social Security by
giving younger workers the option of diverting
some of their payroll taxes into private investment accounts, he has never pushed the proposal
in Congress, in large part because of the sizable
transition costs that some estimate would top $1
trillion.
Monthly Social Security benefit checks have
been adjusted automatically since 1975 to protect retirees' income from erosion caused by rising inflation. The increase is tied to the change in
the Consumer Price Index from the JulySeptember quarter of one year to the same period in the next year.
When Medicare began in 1967, premiums
were set at $3 per month. The $11.60 increase for
next year will push monthly premiums to cover
the cost of doctors' visits and most other nonhospital expenses to $78.20, up from this year's
monthly premium of $66.60.
The premiums for doctors' visits are updated
annually under a formula set by law. The federal
government picks up about 75 percent of the cost
of these benefits, known as Part B of Medicare,
and the beneficiaries pay the rest.
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POLITICS TODAY
By Jim

Gay marriage
complicating
close races
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Gay marriage is emerging as a
big enough issue in several
states to influence races both
for Congress and the presidency.
Ballot initiatives on banning
same-sex marriages are expected to propel social conservatives to the polls in 11 states,
including four presidential battlegrounds: Arkansas, Ohio,
Michigan and Oregon.
The topic also is a prominent issue in Oklahoma, South
Dakota and North and South
Carolina, all states with close
Senate contests.
An independent group has
run an ad in South Dakota,
where Senate Democratic
leader Tom Daschle is in a
tight race, saying Daschle
"refuses to protect marriage;
he would let liberal activist
judges redefine it."
In Arkansas, GOP state Sen.
Jim Holt has made homosexual
marriage the central theme of
his longshot campaign against
Democratic Sen. Blanche
Lincoln. It's not the only issue,
he said, "but it is the most
important issue. I believe, in
America."
President Bush, in the final
presidential debate, reiterated
his support for a constitutional
amendment banning gay marriage. saying he was concerned
that, otherwise, "activist
judges" would rewrite the definition of marriage.
Democratic presidential
candidate John Kerry
expressed the view of many in
his party after a narrow ruling
by the supreme court in his
home state of Massachusetts a
year ago legalized same-sex
marriage gave Republicans a
new issue to activate their
base.
Kerry said he supports the
right of homosexuals to form
civil unions. He opposes samesex marriage, but also is
against a constitutional amendment that would ban it. States
should determine marriage
laws, he said.
The nuances of that stance
are often lost in 30-second TV
ads and campaign literature
suggesting that Democrats, by
opposing a constitutional
amendment, are clearing a path
for gay marriage.
That was the message in a
Republican National
Committee mailer sent to voters in Arkansas and West
Virginia, with a picture of a
man placing a ring on the hand
of another man. It said a failure to vote would open the
way for liberals to ban the
Bible and allow same-sex marriage.
"The people who Put this
out (are) taking West
Virginians to be gullible, ignorant fools," Sen. Robert Byrd.
D-W.Va., told an interfaith
group in his state.
But Roberta Combs, president of the Christian Coalition
of America, said defense of
marriage transcends even abortion as a social issue this year
because it concerns a spectrum
of voters well beyond social
conservatives. "Christians are
going to turn out more than
they did last time," she predicted.
Peter Sprigg. senior director
of policy studies at the Family
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who put this out (are)
taking West Virginians
to be gullible,
ignorant
fools.
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— Sen. Robert Byrd
D-West Va.
Research Council, said his
group also hopes "there will be
a strong turnout of people with
strong family values."
Sprigg stressed that the referendums in the 11 states
derived from court rulings and
were not "cooked up as a tool
to help re-elect the president."
Cheryl Jacques, president of
the Human Rights Campaign, a
gay and lesbian support group,
saw it differently, saying it was
"no coincidence" that in states
where races are tight, "we're
seeing the ramping up of the
issue with billboards and flyers."
The Family Research
Council and other conservative
groups are putting out scorecards to inform voters how
their representatives and senators voted on proposed constitutional amendments to ban
gay marriage that were rejected in both the House and
Senate this year. •
In North Dakota, Mike
Liffrig, in an uphill race
against Democratic Sen. Byron
Dorgan, attacks Dorgan over
his constitutional amendment
vote using an ad showing two
tuxedo-wearing men moving in
for a kiss.
In North Carolina, Rep.
Richard Burr, in a tight Senate
race with Clinton White House
chief of staff Erskine Bowles,
cited Bowles' opposition to a
constitutional amendment in an
ad that said "it's a shame
Erskine Bowles doesn't have
the courage to stand up for traditional marriage."
Gay rights in general has
cropped up in several other
close senatorial races.
Former Rep. Tom Coburn.
the Republican candidate in
Oklahoma, sparked a controversy when he warned of
"rampant" lesbianism in some
Oklahoma schools, GOP Rep.
Jim DeMint, running for the
Senate in South Carolina,
caused a stir by saying that
openly gay people and unwed,
pregnant women should be
barred from teaching in public
schools.
Gay rights groups say Bush
and others could be making a
mistake by courting his conservative base and ignoring moderate swing voters.
Patrick Guerriero. head of
the gay Log Cabin
Republicans, a group that has
withheld its endorsement of
Bush over the marriage issue.
told the Republican National
Committee that "appealing to
people's anti-gay animus as a
campaign strategy betrays the
(inclusive) legacy of President
Ronald Reagan.In using a divisive issue
such as gay marriage, said the
Human Rights Campaign's
Jacques,"you don't know who
you are offending. There's no
way of knowing what the
backlash is."

OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor,
I served as state representative for
Calloway County and part of Trigg County,
and when I retired I was glad that Buddy
Buckingham took my place.
When Buddy was first elected six years
ago, he hit the ground running and was
able to be effective immediately because of
his connections, experience and knowledge
gained from the years he had served in
Frankfort as a legislative liaison for
Murray State University. Now that he has
completed three terms in office, my support and confidence in him is stronger than
ever.
Buddy's legislative skills became evident to the public when he successfully go
the telemarketing "No Call" bill passed and
signed into law. Although this bill had
strong opposition at first, Buddy was able
to get it passed. Without his strong interest
in the bill and his ability and experience as
a legislator, his efforts would not have
been successful.
Buddy is respected in Frankfort as an
honest man and a man of integrity. He
behaves himself properly and conducts
himself _with dignity. I was glad to have
him succeed me in office, and I am proud
to support him again.
We can't afford to lose this good man
and competent public servant as our state
representative in Frankfort. He has the
experience and seniority to get things done.
Buddy has my support for his re-election,
and I hope he has yours.
Sincerely,
Freed Curd
Murray, Ky.

ELECTION LETTER
WRITERS!
Friday, October 22, will be the last day letters of a political
nature regarding the upcoming November 2 election will be
published.
inevitable fast-track collision ride that
Bush is taking us on.
Willie Massa
Murray, Ky.

To the Editor,
How can anyone vote against their own,
their community's, their nation's economic
interests because of the gay and abortion
issues only?
The hysteria over gays and abortion
does not affect my family or me. I'm not
sure that we know any gays and they do
not affect and/or harm my marriage. I'm
not sure I know anyone who has had an
abortion either. If I do, it definitely hasn't
affected my family, our beliefs or our relationship with God.
It does affect me when members of my
family lose good paying jobs, my neighbors lose jobs, incomes go down in our
area and nation, and when our country
goes into debt and war faster than calculators or politicians can keep up.
It affects me when my loved ones, my
neighbors' loved ones, are sent to Iraq and
die or are wounded and disabled. It affects
me when I can't afford health insurance,
work where it isn't offered, or when so
To the Editor,
many don't have it that those who do must
The point of my previous letter (that
pay the price for all. No or limited oversome failed to understand), was that it is
time pay will affect me.
unfair to accuse and attribute certain moral
A vote for George Bush is a vote against
beliefs to someone just because he or she is the workingman's economic interests. It is
a member of a particular political party.
a vote against your own economic interNot all Democrats support abortion. I
ests. I ask all middle class people to give
am a Democrat. I do not support abortion. I these thoughts serious consideration when
do not support Roe v. Wade. Abortion is
voting.
Ralph Layne
murder and partial-birth abortion is one of
Murray, Ky.
the most hideous deeds in society. It is my
opinion that the number of abortions can
best be reduced through education, abstiI am pleased to write this letter on .
nence and self-discipline.
behalf of my good friend Ken Winters.
There are pro-abortion and pro-choice
There are a number of issues that are
advocates in both parties and there are pro- important to the voters of Murray and
life advocates in both parties.
Calloway County. One of them is the canBoth parties have homosexual advocates didate's position and ability to make an
and homosexual opponents. I do not supimpact on the education of our children.
port gay marriage. Homosexuality is an
Citizens will have an opportunity to
abomination in the sight of God (Romans
elect a state senator who has a wealth of
1:18-32).
experience in the field of education. Dr.
Neither political party has cornered the
Ken Winters served 23 years at Murray
market on morality and Christianity; there
State University in teaching and senior
are reasonable people and radicals on both
administrative positions. During the last 11
sides.
years of his tenure at MSU, Ken served as
Bill Stubblefield dean of the College of INdustry and
Murray, Ky. Technology. He left Murray State
University to become the president of
To the Editor,
Campbellsville University, where he served
The Bush push is on in ads about how
for 11 years.
John Kerry will tax the middle class. John
Another important issue to voters is
Kerry has repeatedly said that he will not
economic development. Ken has worked
increase taxes on anyone earning less than
extensively in economic development in
$200,000.
western Kentucky and Kentucky as a
These ads are just another fear tactic
whole. While at Murray State, he served on
from a president and vice president who
numerous economic development commithave and continue to mislead, twist, deny
tees and helped influence industry deciand avoid telling the truth to the American
sions to relocate to Murray. While at
people. Their misinformation goes from
Campbellsville, he served as president of
something as important as the war to some- the Chamber of Commerce and joined a
thing totally false like whether or not they
group of 39 individuals to start a new manhave met John Edwards.
ufacturing plant which presently employs
Even conservative Republicans are saymore than 200 people.
ing that this country is headed for a train
Finally. I believe that Calloway County
wreck with the fiscal policies of this presivoters want a socially conservative person
dent. One economist said "President Bush
to represent them in Frankfort. Ken
is small government on tax cuts but big
Winters fits that description. He is 100 pergovernment when it comes to spending."
cent pro-life and pro-family. He supports a
Give President Bush another four years
constitutional amendment to define and
and it won't matter who is elected,
protect marriage between one man and one
Republican or Democrat, many future pres- woman.
idents will be trying to piece this country
Ken, a former Murray State University
together again economically. Vote for John
colleague, has been a close personal friend
Kerry and don't be responsible for the

for over 40 years. I am convinced that he
will be an outstanding state senator. Please,
join me in voting for Dr. Ken Winters for
Kentucky State Senator.
Paul Lyons
Murray, Ky
To the Editor,
George W. Bush failed. We need you
John Kerry to put people back to work and
have good health care.
Sincerely,
James Miller
Murray, Ky.
To the Editor,
My letter is in response to the individual
who impugned the motive of Melvin
Henley upon his decision to change his
party affiliation. I feel rather certain that he
does not know Melvin, spoken to him or
aware of his practice of excellence in his
political, professional and public service to
this community.
I have had the privilege of speaking
with Melvin on more than one occasion
and I cannot help detecting his sense ot
fairness, intelligence and kindness.
Even though I find'myself reacting to
the writer's comment of someone I respect.
I am actually far more disturbed by the
notion that a political candidate is viable
only if he or she maintains the practice of '
once a Democrat, always a Democrat. My
concern runs just as deep with a
Republican notion of the same.
I respect the individual, Democrat or
Republican, who has the courage to seek
an office based upon what he or she
believes to be where the greater good of
the community, state or nation is served.
That person will not always come packaged as a Democrat or as a Republican.
My hope and prayers ate that in November
we all go to the polls voting our conscious
not our party line.
Sincerely.
Jean Masthay
Murray. Ky
To the Editor,
President Bush stated during the second
debate that he was unhappy that weapons
of mass destruction were not found in Iraq.
While this may have been a problem for
him personally, since it was his justification for going to war and points up the failure in leadership and intelligence that
would have allowed ongoing inspections to
determine this before plunging into a costly
and ill-conceived conflict. I have to believe
that it was better for the United States and
our troops that nuclear, chemical and biological weapons were not present.
It would be even better to have a more
sagacious leader, who would not make
such a disastrous decision and then draw a
blank when asked if he can think of any
mistake he has ever made. This administration has made one mistake after another.
The next time he is asked that question.
instead of dodging it. he should say
"Where would you like me to start?"
It is important this time that voters do
not make a 'Mistake. We must go to the
polls and vote against George W. Bushihy
an even greater margin than we did the last
time if we hope to get this mistake out of
office and America on a path that we can
be proud of again.
Sincerely.
Bobby Copeland
. Murray, Ky
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Obituaries
Mrs. Kay Van Mier%
Mrs. Kay Van Mierlo, 62, Puryear, Term., died Monday, Oct. 18,
2004, at 1:33 p.m. at her home.
Two sisters, Sharon Hertel and Mary Ketchum, preceded her in
death. Born May 5, 1942, she was the daughter of the late LaVerne
Baize11 and Betty Baize11 Davis.
Survivors include her husband, Charles Van Mierlo; two daughters, Ms. Nicole Van Mierlo, Puryear, and Mrs. Brenda Bailite and
husband, Richard, Dover, Tenn.; two sons, Steven Van Mierlo and
wife, Diana, and Brian Van Mierlo, all of Puryear, three sisters, Mrs.
Donna Brancum and Mrs. Florence Hicks and husband, Clinton, all
of Piedmont, Mo., and Mrs. Verna Hollingsworth and husband,Terry,
Puryear; seven grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 4 p.m. in the chapel of ImesMiller Funeral Home of Hazel. Burial will follow in the Hazel
Cemetery.
Visitation will he at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. Wednesday.
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Longtime hu anitarian worker in Iraq
kidnapped in Baghdad, appears in video

By The Associated Press
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) The
director
of
CARE
International's operations in Iraq,
who has done humanitarian work
in the country for more than 25
years, was abducted from her car
early Tuesday in Baghdad, officials said. Her captors released a
video showing the woman.
Margaret Hassan, a Britishborn woman with Iraqi citizenship, was kidnapped while being
driven to work about 7:30 a.m. in
a western neighborhood of the
Mrs. Treva Ruvene Moffitt
capital, according to a CARE
Mrs. Treva Ruvene Moffitt, 82, Garden City, Mich., formerly of employee who spoke on condiCalloway County, Ky., died Sunday, Oct. 17, 2004.
tion of anonymity. The employee
Her husband, Dalton Moffitt, preceded her in death. She was the said CARE did not employ armed
daughter of the late Floyd L. Taylor and Neva May Taylor of guards.
The Arab television station AlCalloway County.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Joanne Odom and husband, Jazeera broadcast the brief video
Jim, Alabama; four sons, Jerry Moffitt, Mayfield; Jack Moffitt, showing Hassan and said it had
Jeffrey Moffitt and wife, Sue, and Richard Moffitt and wife, Julie, all received pictures of her passport,
of Michigan; 22 grandchildren; 21 great-grandchildren; four great- credit and ID cards.
The tape showed Hassan, who
great-grandchildren.
Also surviving are one brother, Ruble Taylor, Murray, Ky.; six sis- is in her 60s, wearing a white
ters, Mrs. Martha Wallace, Mrs. Frances Vance, Mrs. Sylvia Sanert blouse and sitting on a couch in a
and Mrs. Linda Cooper, all of Murray, Ky., Ms. Barbara Roberts, room with no other visible markAlabama, and Ms. Geraldine VanEtten, Michigan; several nieces and ings. She appeared to be speaking, but there was no audio. No
nephews.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of John N. gunmen or other people are visiSanteiu & Son Funeral Home, 1139 Inkster Road, Garden City, ble in the footage.
Al-Jazeera television said an
Mich., 48135.
"armed Iraqi group" claimed
responsibility for the kidnapping.
Edward Thomas Collins
The station did not specify the
The funeral for Edward Thomas Collins was today (Tuesday) at armed group nor say
whether any
II a.m. in the chapel of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home. The
Rev. Terry Powell officiated.
Pallbearers were Billy Collins, Huel West Jr.,
i
Delbert Collins, Randy Taylor, Gary Collins and
Tim Armstrong. Burial will in the Murray By The Associated Press
ABOARD AIR FORCE ONE
Memorial Gardens.
(AP)
- President Bush says he
Mr. Collins, 87, Collins Road, Murray, died
Saturday, Oct. 16, 2004, at 10:40 p.m. at Murray- doesn't envision a longtime presence of U.S. troops in Iraq similar
Calloway County Hospital.
A retired local farmer, he was a veteran of World War II. Three to post-World War II deployments
brothers, Johnny, James and Bill Collins, all preceded him in death. in Europe and South Korea that
Born Aug. 18, 1917, he was the son of the late John Collins and Mary continue today.
Downs Collins.
"I think the Iraqi people want us
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Voazes Taylor Collins, to whom to leave once we've helped them
he was married Aug. 14, 1945; one daughter, Ms. Janet Kay Collins, get on the path
of stability and
Murray; two sons, Herbert Thomas Collins and wife, Kye, Murray,
democracy and once we have
and Jerry Lee Collins and wife, Adonna, Farmington; one brother,
Bert Collins and wife, Geneva, Murray; five grandchildren; two step- trained their troops to do their own
grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren; 5 stepgreat-grandchildren. hard work," Bush said Monday in
a wide-ranging interview with The
Associated Press.
Harold A. Turner
Still, Bush said, "It's very diffiGraveside services for Harold A. Turner were today (Tuesday) at
10 a.m. at the Murray Memorial Gardens. The Rev. William B. Miller cult for me to predict what forces
will exist although I will tell you..
officiated.
Pallbearers were Jack Hale, Pearly McClure, Larry Elkins, Frank that Iraq's leadership has Made it
quite clear that they can manage
Hinton, Gerald Carroll and Cecil Lovett.
their own affairs at the appropriate
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Turner. 62, Ky. 121 South, Murray, died Saturday, Oct. 16, time."
2004, at 1:30 p.m. at the home of his son, James L. Turner. His death
If free and open Iraqi elections
followed an illness of nine weeks.
He was a maintenance supervisor of Calloway County
Courthouse.
Born Oct. 12. 1942, in Calloway County, he was the son of Codell
Turner and the late Gardie Turner.
Survivors include one son, James L. Turner and wife. Lone, and
his mother, Mrs. Codell Turner, all of Murray; one brother, Wayne
Turner of Hazel(New Providence community).

AP photo
British soldiers patrol the center of Basra, southern Iraq,
today. Britain is considering a request by the United
States to redeploy a small number of British troops in Iraq
so as to free up American soldiers for anti-terror operations.
demands were
The abduction highlighted
made.
that even a longtime charity
"As of now. worker known to many in Iraq is
we are unaware not safe amid the kidnapping
of the motives campaign carried out by insurfor the abduc- gents seeking to drive out U.S.
tion," said a forces. More than 150 foreigners
statement from have been kidnapped and at least
CARE 30 of them killed - including
International three Americans who were
Hassan
was beheaded.
that
released
in
She had been -providing
London and read to The humanitarian relief to the people
Associated Press. "As far as we of Iraq" for more than 25 years,
know, Margaret is unharmed."
the statement said. The British

domestic news agency Press
Association said she was born in
Britain but became an Iraqi citizen, is married to an Iraqi and has
lived in this country for 30 years.
Shortly before the U.S.-led
invasion in 2003, Hassan warned
British lawmakers that Iraq could
face a humanitarian catastrophe
in the event of war. She had said
the Iraqi people were already living through a terrible emergency
and did not have the resources to
withstand an additional crisis
brought about by military action.
Hassan speaks fluent Arabic
with an Iraqi accent, said Robert
Fisk, a reporter for The
Independent newspaper of Britain
who has written stories about her
humanitarian work.
"She was very careful not to
involve herself in any political
discussion," he said.
"Needless to say, we are doing
whatever we can to secure her
release," the CARE statement
added. "But equally, it would be
unhelpful for us to comment further at this time. Our overwhelming concern must be for
Margaret's safety."
British Foreign Secretary Jack
Straw said he was "very concerned" by the kidnap.
"Our thoughts and prayers go
out to her, her family and her colleagues," he said in London.

U.S. troops won't be in Iraq as long as in South Korea
lead to the seating of a fundamentalist Islamic government, "I will
be disappointed. But democracy is
democracy,"
Bush said. "If
that's what the
people choose,
that's what the
people
choose."
Bush steered
nearly all questions dealing
Bush
with Iraq to
criticism of Democratic rival John
Kerry just two weeks before a U.S.
election that polls show to be
close.
- As.to reports that Gen. Ricardo
Sanchez, the former top general of
U.S. forces in Iraq, had warned
nearly a year ago of supply problems in Iraq, Bush said:
-There's a chain of command.

When the commanders on the
ground say they need more, we
respond as quickly as possible,"
Bush said.
"He was asking about much
needed supplies. The Congress
had an opportunity to vote on
funding to get those supplies in the
pipeline. And my opponent voted
against that funding," Bush said.
"What he needs to do is address

why he voted against the $87 billion," Bush said.
Kerry, a Massachusetts senator,
voted against the $87 billion in
October 2003, and Congress gave
its final approval to the measure in
November. A memo written by
Sanchez asking for more equipment, according to a story in
Monday's Washington Post, came
a month later.

Please Elect

PAT SCOTT
MURRAY CITY COUNCIL
#16 on the ballot
•31 year Murray Fire Department employee cie 6.4 ei
•12 years as Department Head salt, 6..ife Ate /2
-Leadership Murray Graduate
•Litelong resident of Calloway County
"I want to work for YOU.
Pad ICK by Pat Scol1 1715 Wtswell Rd Murray KY 42071
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UGLY ROOF STAINS
AWAY®
Roof-Brite

Improve
More

Since 1968
ASK ABOUT LIFETIME WARRANTY

270-748-5449
1-888-272-7003

See Web Sit(' h
\WAN ARBROOF COM

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.

STOCK MARKET REPORT
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• 0.06
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- 0.06
BB&T
......2&08 + 0.01
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Dein Foods• 0.02
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+ 0.10
&NM Electric
General Motors ---..-.38.65 - 0.26
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+ 0.09
Goodyear

Court Square, Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366•800-444-1854
Hours. 8:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. M4
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•Ndloard learn rs market nub,

prices as of 9 a.m.
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Wal-Mart

........

+ 031

With a UPHome Equity Line of Credit
4-MONTH INTRODUCTORY RATE
No Closing Costs I Ask About Our Low Rates'
Remodel your home Take a trip Or get that new car you ve had your eye on Now its
smarter than ever before to tap the equity you've accumulated in your home - with a
UPHome Equity Line of Credit The interest you pay could even be tax deductible.' Just call
us at 1-800-448-7345 or contact your local Union Planters Bank office
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COMMUNITY
Community-wide presentation
on bullying will be Thursday
Is your child mistreated by
his/her peers? What are the
warning signs? What can you
and your child do? How could
the mistreatment affect your
child? This mistreatment could
be bullying (peer victimization
or peer abuse).
Dr. Allan L. Beane, an internationally recognized expert,
speaker, author and consultant on bullying, will make a
community-wide presentation
on "Bullying: Stopping the Pain
and Violence" on Thursday from
6:30 to 8 p.m. in room 240,
Alexander Hall, Murray State
University.
Bullying is considered the
most common form of school
violence and has been a contributing factor in school shootings, teen suicides, gang
involvement, cults, hate groups,
truancy, dropping out of school,
post traumatic stress, use of
drugs and other problems faced
by schools and communities.
Because of the nature of
the
presentation, children
younger than 10 should not

Dr. Allan L. Beane
attend. The presentation is being
sponsored by the Calloway
County Alliance for Substance
Abuse Prevention and Parent
Power.
A dynamic speaker, Beane
has presented keynote addresses, presentations and workshops
at many national, state and
regional conferences, to school
districts, law enforcement officers, health
professionals,
organizations,colleges, students

and parents throughout the United States.
"Beane's
down-to-earth
speaking style, inspirational stories and practical ideas appeal
to audiences everywhere. His
presentations stir the emotions
of the participants and provide
practical and useful information," a Parent Power official
said.
He and his books have been
featured in national publications, several national magazines and professional journals.
He has been an expert guest
for Fox News in Chicago and
has made other television and
national talk radio show appearances.
He has also served as an
expert in a criminal case involving a bullying situation where
the victim was a bullying retaliated.
Beane has published several books, booklets, pamphlets
and a CD on the topic of bullying for teachers, counselors,
parents, students and law
enforcement officers. His first

book, "The Bully Free Classroom," has 'been published in
Chinese. His publications will
be available for purchase after
the presentation.
School systems around the
United States have adopted Dr.
Beane's "Bully Free Program."
After two years of testing by
an independent researcher in
five schools in North Carolina, the program reduced bullying, reduced aggressive acts,
improved school attendance,
reduced suspensions, reduced
discipline problems, reduce fear,
increased willingness of students to report bullying, and significantly improved after-grade
test scores.
Beane will also be speaking Thursday at 8:20 a.m. to
the students at Calloway County Middle School. This event
is sponsored by the Calloway
County Schools.
For more information about
bullying and his presentations
and training and the Bully Free
products, visit his website at
www.bullyfree.com.

Jane H. Combs, author, was
the speaker at the September
meeting of the Home Department of the Murray Woman's
Club held at the club house.
A graduate of St. Lawrence
University, Canton, N.Y., Combs
has written short stories and articles for many newspapers and
magazines. She was a regular
commentator for six years at
NPR Radio Station WKMS. Hostesses were the officers, Bobbie
Waters, Virginia Thomson,Shirley
Robinson and Judy Stahler.
The department will meet
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at the
clubhouse. Jim Taylor of the Land
Between the Lakes will be the
speaker. Hostesses will be Sylvia
Sanert, Marelle Andrus, Jimmie
Lee Carmichael and Kay Hays.

WEI

Homeschoolers will host
conference in Murray
Western Kentucky Homeschool Families will host the
Three Rivers Family and Home Educators Conference Nov.
5-6 at First Baptist Church, Murray.
Richard "Little Bear" Wheeler will be
the featured guest speaker. There will be
16 other speakers, 35 workshops and over
30 vendors.
For more information, go to HYPERLINK http://www.threeriversconference.com
or www.threeriversconference.com or call
759-1098.

Southwest PTA to meet
Southwest Elementary School PTA will
meet tonight at 6 p.m. in the gym. The program will feature Kindergarten and First
By Jo Burkeen Grade. All parents and interested persons are
Community
urged to attend.
Editor

Jo's
Datebook

Singles will meet tonight

Final week for exhibit at Art Guild
The weaving and watercolor exhibit by Sallie Guy will be
on display through Friday at the Murray Art Guild, 103 North
6th St.. For information call 73-4059.

MMS plans parent-teacher conference

Calloway Middle PTO plans promotion
Calloway County Middle School PTO will have a rebate
night on Thursday at Sirloin Stockade. Customers are asked
to tell the cashier they represent CCMS PTO.

Red Cross schedules classes

Brooklyne Hope and
Cassandra Faith Darnell
Jane H. Combs

If you have an event you would like
to announce, call 753-1916.
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Mr. and Mrs. Ken Darnell of Mayfield are the parents of
twin girls, Brooklyne Hope Darnell and Cassandra Faith Darnell, born on Tuesday, Sept. 14, 2004, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Brooklyne, born at 6:05 p.m., weighed 5 pounds 6 ounces
and measured 18 inches. Cassandra, born at 6:06 p.m., weighed
3 pounds, 8 ounces and measured 16 inches.
The mother is the former Susan Rogers of Murray. Two
brothers are Matthew. 17, and Christian, 13.
Grandparents are Glenn and Sandra Rogers of Murray and
Harold and Helen Darnell of Mayfield.

Gilang Afiya Marjadi
Riza Marjadi and Taminara Soesono of Murray are the parents of a son, Gilang Afiya Marjadi, born on Friday, Oct. 8,
2004, at 8 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 10 pounds, 8 ounces and measured 22
inches.
Grandparents are Dede Marjadi, Roekijati Marjadi, Soesono
and Irana Soesono, all of Jakarta, Indonesia.

"A mother becomes a true grandmother
the day she stops noticing the terrible
things her children do because she is so
enchanted with the wonderful things her
grandchildren do."
—Lois Wyse

• 4-

Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross has
classes scheduled. They are Bloodborne Pathogens: Preventing
Disease Transmission and CPR for the Professional Rescuer
recertification, both on Thursday at Weaks Community Center;
Learn-to-Swim will be Nov. 2, 3, 4, 9, 10 and 11 at MCCH
Center for Health & Wellness. For more information call the
chapter office at 753-1421 or e-mail chapter@callowayredcross.org.

REVIVAL
SCOTT'S GROVE

You don't have to race stock cars to know that reliable
auto insurance is as important to you car as a good
mechanic. Plus Shelter's great rates run circles around
the competition.

BAPTIST CHURCH

Roll into your Shelter agent's office for a quick
diagnostic on your auto coverage. You'll be back
on the road in no time.

Calloway County Fire-Rescue w ill have a "Firewise Workshop" tonight at 6 p.m. at the main station on East Sycamore
Street. Discussion items will include how to create a defensible space around your home in event of wildfire: establish a
firewise council for the community; apply for grant money
available to implement a program; do assessments in the community and identify "high-risk" areas. The workshop is free
and open to the community.

Class planned at technology center
Microsoft Office Word and Excel Class will begin Wednesday at Murray Calloway Area Technology Center. Classes will
he from 5 to 8 p.m. each Wednesday for eight weeks. Word
is a wordprocessing program and Excel is spreadsheet program. and both applications are used in most offices and
schools. Students need to have a basic knowledge of computers before enrolling. To register or for more information call
753-1870.

Murray Tiger Booster Club to meet
Murray Tiger Booster club v. ill meet Wednesday at 5:30
p.m. at Murray High School. All officers, sports representative, parents and other interested individuals are encouraged to
attend.

CCMS Council will meet
Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will have a special called meeting on Wednesday
at 3:15 p.m. at the media center.

Murray High School Cheerleaders will have a rebate night
today from 5 to 9 p.m. at Mr. Gatti's. Customers must tell
the cashier they are there for the MHS Cheerleaders. This is
a fundraiser for the New York competition.

Family portraits on your wish list this Christmas?

Call ALLISON PHOTOGRAPHY

Sunday Morning 11 a.m.
Sunday Evening 6 p.m.
Mon. - Wed. Evening 7 p.m.

EVANGELIST 11M COLE
PASTOR OP HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
Fellowship Meal Sunday after morning service
Refreshments after each evening service

SHELTER

For information, call
Pastor John Denham at 759-0140

ISSURANCE

Hwy 641 N.
1.5 miles north of Roy Stewart Stadium

II

WWW

shelterinsurance.corn

Seek Shelter Today'
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Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033
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Firewise workshop tonight

MHS cheerleaders plan promotion

Smart drivers have
Shelter on their team.
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Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles.
For Information call Vicky at 753-3128, Laverne at 753-0181
or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

Murray Middle School will have parent-teacher conferences
for grades 5, 6, 7 and 8 on Thursday from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m.
Parents may drop by at their convenience during this time.
The 4th grade conference schedule is as follows: Oct. 21.,
Hayman and Jackson; Oct. 22. Wortham/Siress and Flick; and
Oct. 25, Bazzell and Vanover. The 4th grade conferences will
be from 7:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Appointments have been scheduled. If you have not made an appointment with your child's
teacher, call the school at 753-5125.

Author speaks to Home BirthAnnouncements
Department of MWC
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TOYOTA WAY 'Great

Rudolph
picked as
Great .
county's KEEP 0eals1
representative
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LEXINGTON, Ky. — Dr.
Jim Rudolph has been selected
as Calloway County's representative for the statewide organization called KEEP—Kentucky's
Equine Education Project.
Rudolph is a retired dean of
Murray State University School
of Agriculture. In addition, he is
currently serving as Director of
Murray State University's
equine programs.
"Jim Rudolph knows first
hand the pressures being placed
on Kentucky's horse industry by
other states. His background
will be helpful in KEEP's formulation of legislative initiatives. Putting local leaders in
place will enable us to raise
awareness of the horse indus-.
Photo provided
State Rep. Buddy Buckingham, D-Murray, recently received a Friend of Kentucky
try's impact to all of Kentucky
Cities award at the 75th Kentucky League of Cities Annual Convention. Sylvia L.
and help folks locally realize
Lovely, KLC executive director and CEO, said Buckingham was one of the
their connection to the industry,"
"strongest advocates" in getting HB 413 passed in the last General Assembly. The
said Claria Shadwick, KEEP's
bill will provide needed additional funding for public safety and police officers at the
executive director.
local level. Shown are, from left, KLC Director of Governmental Affairs Jerry Deaton,
KEEP was recently formed to
Lovely, Buckingham, and Murray Mayor Tom Rushing.
build a broad-based education
and grassroots initiative to
increase awareness of the benefits of Kentucky's $4 billion
horse economy and to promote
and preserve jobs and economic
million, rather than the approxi- review the Senate's final ver- opportunities for all breeds.
From Front
mately $160 million price tag sion, said Adkins, D-Sandy
KEEP is reaching out to all
However, Senate Democratic cited by House lawmakers last Hook.
120 counties in Kentucky. Over
Leader Ed Worley said he felt week, Senate lawmakers said.
"We would have hoped the the last few years, other states
the House version would have The higher cost was attributed, process would have moved have begun to recruit horses
ensured such medical expenses among other things, to a change along at a quicker pace," Adkins away from Kentucky. This
would be covered.
in a mathematical assumption, said. "But it's a very complex translates to lost jobs and lost
Monday's delays were a lawmakers said.
issue, and it looks to be minor economic benefits. KEEP wants
"political exercise" by Senate
Employee premiums under changes that the Senate is mak- to make sure that Kentucky's
Republicans trying to have some the House proposal would be ing."
horse industry continues to grow
impact on the proposal leading standardized across the state and
and
thrive and Kentucky
up to the November general would not be based on salary, as
Kentucky
Education
remains
the horse capital of the
election, said Worley. of the Fletcher plan was. Rates are Association President Frances
world.
Richmond.
higher for smokers.
Steenbergen said the changes by
Rudolph will be working
"This exercise here is a legFlexible spending accounts the Senate seemed to be "nailing
islative exercise of trying to gain for people who waive coverage, down some specifics" about the with the other county leaders to
authorship and to gain political which had been cut down under bill. Still, the delays were likely form a committee of interested
advantage." Worley said.
the administration's plan, would making some KEA members persons representing all breeds
The committee also approved be restored under the plan before "anxious." Steenbergen said.
in Calloway County. A public
a change that would lock in the Senate.
"They're probably a little meeting will he held in the near
basic school funding known as
frustrated at this point because future to further explain KEEP'S
Support Education Excellence
Rep. Rocky Adkins, the we expected something out of goals and to signup members.
in Kentucky. or SEEK funding House majority leader, said the the Senate Appropriations and
For more information, call
for state schools.
Senate changes seemed unlikely Revenue Committee (Monday)
1-866-771-KEEP
The expected cost of the plan to derail the plan. However. morning at 10." Steenbergen toll free
(5337)
or
connect
to
was estimated at about $172 House lawmakers would still said.
www.equinealliance.com.
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CAMPTON, Ky. (AP) — A
Wolfe County school bus ran off
a narrow road today and flipped
before landing upright in a steep
embankment, police said. No
students or adults aboard suffered serious injuries.
The bus was carrying 18 students, ranging from ages 5 to 18.
and two adults when it ran off a
single-lane gravel road about
6:35 a.m. EDT. said Kentucky
State Police Trooper Ralph
Lockard.
It was foggy and a light rain
was falling at the time, but
authorities didn't know if the
conditions caused the crash, he
said.
The bus dropped off the
shoulder of the road and went
down a 10- to I5-foot embankment. flipped over and landed
on its wheels, Lockard said.
Everyone on board was able
to exit the bus, he said. They
were taken to the Kentucky
River Medical Center in
Jackson, he said. The children
were treated for minor or moderate injuries that included bumps
and bruises.

BOB
CORNELISO
Home
Auto
Form
IRA's
Nursing Home.

INSURANCE

SEASON-END
EVENT
NO INTEREST, NO PAYMENTS
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'Full Power
'Power Seats

WE GIVE YOU '800 OFF:
Power steering,
traction assist.
liquid cooling,
hydraulic lift .
and No Interest,
No Payments
for 1 year

Eiloy No Interest,
No Payments for
12 months on a
20-hp garden
tractor with
power steering
and more

CHECK OUT THESE OFFERS AND MORE AT YOUR DEALER NOW!

MURRAY HOME B AUTO
Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 753-2571
murrayhomeandauto.com
Hrs: Mon.-Fri.7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.• Sat. 7:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
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Paris, TN
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Why do my feet
smell?
The culprits in foot odor
are sweat eating bacteria.
The problem begins when
bacteria become attracted
to the sweat on your feet
and start feeding
on it
The bacteria's
excretion has
a strong odor
that causes your
feet to smell bad
Since each foot
has over
250,000 sweat
glands in it,
and produces over
a pint of
sweat a day
there's a lot
for the bacteria to eat.
What makes
the situation
worse are
shoes and
socks which
trap the
sweat on your skin. Now
the bacteria have their
favorite kind of environment: dark and damp,
causing them to go into a
feeding frenzy. More
waste is excreted, and
when you take off your
socks and shoes, your
nose is .presented with the
results'

Why do some
people's feet smell
more than others?

s
Road MAP to succes
school districts

Online testing strengthens local
By KRIS ADAMS
Staff Writer
Online testing is making its way into school
systems across the country and across the state.
Murray and Calloway
County school districts
have both jumped on the
bandwagon as the computerized tests are proving to be a
great way to assess student
achievement.
Both school systems have
purchased the online testing program. Measure of Academic
Progress. that gives immediate
results and allows teachers to
quickly implement changes in
the classroom to adapt to the students' needs — something that
can't be accomplished with standardized test, such as CTBS and
CATS, which take several
months for schools to receive
results.
"We need to have data that
gives immediate feedback and

not data that's six months old,"
said Eleanor Mills, assistant
superintendent of curriculum
and instruction for Murray
Independent Schools,
With MAP, they've found
what they wanted and needed.
MAP is an online testing program that adapts its questions to
each student. The program can
increase or decrease the degree
of difficulty of the questions
based on whether the student
correctly answered the previous
question.
MAP can also break down
*Where a student has shortcomings. It doesn't just let a teacher
know that a student has a problem with reading, but what the
specific problem is. From there,
the teacher can focus on that students particular needs as well as
instruct the parent on how to
help. MAP test reading, math
and language and is designed for
students in grades two through
twelve. The questions can go up

Student of the Week

The simple answer is,
some people sweat more
than others. That's also
the reason why your own
foot odor can vary. You
might sweat more at different parts of the
day. The more
you sweat,
A11, the more
your feet
Oa° will smell.

How can
foot odor be
reduced?
Since more sweat equals
more bacteria and more
odor, the amount of sweat
that collects on your feet
must be decreased. This
will lessen your
bacteria load as
well.
'---A
Always wear
clean socks. It is
even recommended you
change sock
throughout the
day
Wash your feet with
anti-bacterial soap. This
won't lessen the sweat,
but it will kill bacteria.
Give a pair of shoes 24
hours to air out after every
wearing. The sweat will
evaporate.
Avoid
--_ restrictive
1—`•k
by
\
Vp shoes like.
i op, boots. Weilventilated
shoes whisk away
sweat.
Wear socks
made of absorbent
materials, like cotton. The
sock will soak up the
sweat leaving the bacteria
nothing to feed on.
Apply antiperspirant to
you feet.
Putting inserts in shoes
will mask part of the problem, but they won't solve it
as they fail to kill bacteria.
SOURCE: www.coolqutz.com

ow*

Photo provided
J. Raynor Moore IV, a senior at Murray High School,
was named Student of the Week by Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors and WNBS 1340 AM. Moore is
the son of John and Laurie Moore of Murray. His
hobbies include collecting stamps, reading, writing,
fencing, scuba diving, and chemistry. He enjoys Mr.
Shelby's history class. He was nominated because
he walks into his class every day with a smile on his
face and an eagerness to learn. He participates in
class, is helpful to his fellow classmates, and gives
his best effort. He has a wonderful attitude and is a
perfect gentleman in class. Pictured with Moore is
Rebecca Landolt, a representative of Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors.

High school bands
compete for title
BOWUNG GREEN. Ky. —
Calloway County and Murray
High School bands were among
16 bands competing at Western
Kentucky University in Bowling
Green.
Murray came away with a fifth
place finish and Calloway County
finished ninth in Class AA.
CCHS was hit was some bad
luck when the wind knocked over
three props.
"It was extremely windy but
the kids did a good job despite the
weather." said Gary Mullins, band

director at CCHS. "We were hit
with some had luck, but they continued on and we're really proud
of them."
Murray ran into the same problems.
It was the same for everybody," said Dee Bishop, Murray
High band director. "It created
problems for the color guard and
problems with the sound reaching
the press box, but overall, they did
really well. They had a good performance and it was a great weekend."
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thinking it through and considering the answer."
Catherine Sames, a guidance
counselor for Calloway County
North Elementary School,
agreed that students were better
focused during the online test
than they usually are during a
standard pencil and paper test.
Sames also said the benefits
of the test have far outweighed
those of the CTBS and CATS
testing, not just in terms of getting test results more quickly,
but in terms of how long it takes
to finish testing.
"It took two days, one hour
each morning," Sames said,
adding that other tests take up to
two weeks to administer. "The
students enjoyed it. I've had
quite a few come back and ask
when they'll be testing again."
Sames is excited about getting to the point where they can
implement some changes into
the classroom. She is expecting
training this work on how t&

to a college sophomore level so
as to challenge those students
who are working beyond their
level.
An added bonus to the program is that it is virtually cheat
proof. There is such a strong
base of questions, that students
rarely, if ever, receive the same
questions, Mills said. And, when
students leave the room, they
can pause the test, but the question they return to is different
than the one on the screen when
they left.
"I was amazed," Mills said,
admitting that she questioned
the ability of students to stay on
task during a computer-based
test. "I was amazed at how
focused every student was while
taking the test," Mills said. "I've
watched them take a test
paper/pencil. I've watched them
now take this assessment online
and it is phenomenal how much
better they focus and how much
more intent they are at times in

interpret the test scores. The faculty will be trained the end of
November and will be able to
start making changes that will
benefit the students. '
"I really think that we're
going to be able to really focus
in on the needs of the students,"
Sames said. "I think it's going to
be great."
Murray Elementary School
has already been able to make
some changes by developing
specific reading groups that targets students' needs. Murray
Middle Schools is expected to
start using the' data and implement some changes now that
students have returned from fall
break.
"We are excited already by
what we've gathered," Mills
said. "The teachers are excited
about how they can use it and
are still working with how they
can use it to be effective. It's
been a good tool and a quick
tool."

No need for proper handwriting?
By JUSTIN POPE
AP Education Writer
At Greenwich Country' Day, a
prestigious Connecticut private
school, computers have all but
replaced pencil and paper.
Typing instruction starts in second grade. and laptops are
mandatory by seventh. Essays
are typed, and often class notes
are, too.
"As an adult in today's work
world, you don't write anything," said Carol Magz. head of
the upper school (grades 7-9),
adding she couldn't think of an
occasion students would
write out a longhand
essay. "You type
everything.
There really
is no need
proper
for
handwriting."
Maybe not
— indeed, even
notes get passed in
class via text message these days.
But next spring,
many of Country Day's
alumni, along with millions of
other high school juniors, will
have to write a very important,
25-minute longhand essay — as
part of the new SAT. Nearly as
many will write a new optional
essay on the ACT.
The new tests are causing
general anxiety for the high
school class of 2006, guidance
counselors report. And some students who think they'll write a
good essay are worried scorers
-decipher it, raiswon't be able to
ing the question of whether penmanship should be getting more
attention in the classroom.
"People like myself, who
don't have good handwriting, are
wondering if some anonymous
person is going to think I spelled
stuff wrong and not understand
what I'm trying to say," said
Lucas Rohm. a 16-year-old
Country Day alum who is now a
rising junior at Greenwich High
School. "I definitely feel handwriting is something I need.

Country Day just kind of
brushed that out."
The school says it still
emphasizes handwriting in the
early grades; this year, younger
students were assigned to write
longhand notes to classmates
over the summer. Nationally,
with a renewed emphasis on
basic skills, handwriting is probably getting more attention than
a decade ago. said University of
Maryland education expert Steve
Graham.
But that's still far less than it
did during the pre-computer era.
Teachers may view penmanship
as less important. or simply have
more material to cover.
"When there really were only
three 'Rs,' they could spend
more time on it," said Richard
Northup. a vice president at
Zaner-Bloser, an educapublisher
tional
that revised its
handwriting
teaching products several years
ago. Teachers told the
company they needed to
get through the topic more
quickly.
Still, many educators aren't
ready to declare penmanship and
the longhand essays lost arts.
The National Handwriting
Contest, sponsored by ZanerBloser, saw entries jump 30 percent to 130,000 last year.
Northup insists that, while
educators may be spending less
time on handwriting, they are
teaching it more efficiently, and
have come to appreciate the
important role of letter formation
in helping students read. He also
welcomes the new SAT essay.
Graham said he's found 90
percent of elementary teachers
he surveyed were teaching handwriting, though about threequarters didn't think they were
adequately prepared and very little is taught after third grade.
"Handwriting's not going to
disappear for a good while,
radical
unless
something
changes in schools," he said.

On the Web
For more information, visit
the following Web sites:
College Board
www.collegeboard.com
ACT
www.act.org
One factor suggesting that's
true is a developing appreciation
of the limits of classroom computers. Indeed, many colleges,
law and business schools that
wired their lecture halls for students discovered the technology
was more likely to be used for
surfing the Web and e-mailing.
That's also what happened at
Country Day, said Rohm, the
student with sloppy. handwriting.
"Half the kids are looking at
Web sites, playing games in
class," he said.,"Computers are
great, but there are so many
hours spent working on computers that haven't helped me."
Administrators of the SAT
and ACT insist students won't be
penalized for poor penmanship,
and say their"readers — all experienced teachers — have lots of
practice deciphering the most
"chickenesque" scratches.
Students with poor penmanship also are unlikely to pay too
heavy a price for bad scrawl in
college. While some professors
maintain the written in-class
essay exam, students do most of
their formal work on computers.
Professors are generally more
interested in evaluating a
revised, polished product than in
how well a student composes on
the fly.
"As far as we can tell, our
kids have not been hurt in any
way," Maoz said of Country
Day's technology emphasis."We
talk a lot about technology and
some of the downsides, but honestly, (penmanship) just is not
one of them."
As for the new SAT, she said:
"the curriculum is not going to
change just so kids can take this
one test."
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ENTERTAINMENT

MSU to host Night of Stars
Night of Stars will
be hosted at Murray State
University on Saturday. Nov. 6.
This "Pops" benefit concert will
feature two-time junior National
Star Search Champion 12-yearold Mark Mejia. Emmy-nominated songwriter and entertainer
Terry Mike Jeffrey and the MSU
Symphonic Wind Ensemble.
The concert begins at 7:30
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium and
all proceeds will go toward
expenses for the wind ensemble's special invitational performance in New York's
Carnegie Hall next March.
Murray State, along with its
college of humanities and fine
arts and the music department,
are sponsoring the event.
Mejia hails from San Diego,
Calif., and first started singing
on stage at the age of six. At nine
years of age, he began taking
voice lessons. Mejia joined the
auditions for Star Search in
April 2003 in San Diego, where
he was, called back five days
later, and eventually won the
preliminary Star Search episode
in the junior category. Later, he
won the $100,000 championship
and a contract with CBS.
In October 2003, he was
invited by Star Search producers
to join the "Winners' Circle,"
which began a new season of the
show in 2004. Mejia advanced
to the finals after coming out on
top in the Winners' Circle
Showdown. Once again, he
found himself the $100.000
prize winner, retaining the title
of Star Search Junior Grand
Champion.
"I am so excited about
appearing at Murray State,"
Mejia said. "and especially performing with a live orchestra.
which I have never done before.
This is really very exciting."
Jeffrey, a native of Paducah.
Ky.. was also found singing on a
stage at a young age. Early on.
he mastered the guitar, piano.
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ABCD 6:00 1 13:30
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WSL-ABC 3 3 3
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News

Today it Stereo) X
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Terry Mike Jeffrey

saxophone and drums. During Carnegie Hall and we hope the
high school, he made records, entire community will attend
television commercials, jingles this special concert, which will
and played the lead role in his ultimately make our trip possisenior play. He has fronted his ble," said Dennis L. Johnson,
own band since 1970, and has director of bands and orchestra
performed throughout the world, at Murray State. "For my stuappearing in England, France, dents, this will be a once-in-aBelgium, Holland, Canada, the lifetime experience and one they
Bahamas and the Caribbean.
will never forget. We are also
In 1997, he was nominated enthused about perfornting with
for an Emmy for his songwriting these two great artists, and I
on television's Sesame Street.
know it will be a very special
In the late 1980s. he toured evening."
the United States as the lead in a
Tickets for the Night of
New York-produced multimedia Stars "Pops" benefit concert are
show, Elvis, An American available in the music departMusical.
ment office on campus in Room
Jeffrey has appeared with 504 Doyle Fine Arts Building,
artists such as Jewel, Los Lobos, located at the corner of 15th and
Fats Domino, Steven Curtis Olive streets. Tickets are also
Chapman, Chet Atkins, Jerry available at the MurrayLee Lewis and Travis Tritt.
Calloway
Chamber
of
"I am very honored to be a Commerce, located at 805 N.
part of this benefit concert, and 1 12th Street.
am excited about performing
Ticket prices are $15 for
with the ensemble and Mark," adults and $10 for MSU stuJeffrey said. "This promises to dents with valid I.D.s and chilbe a really great evening - I can't dren under the age of 12. Special
wait."
group rates are available for 10
The MSU Symphonic Wind or more. All tickets are general
Ensemble has gained an interna- admission seating.
tional reputation for their
The university is advising all
appearances abroad and at patrons to buy their tickets early,
national, state and regional con- as only a few tickets will be
ferences in the U.S.
available for sale at the door.
"It's a great honor for us to
For more information, call
be invited to perform at (270) 762-4288.

NEW YORK (AP) —
Melissa Etheridge is at home in
California recovering from two
operations to treat breast cancer.
Ether-idge. 43. said on her
Web site that a tumor and lymph
nodes were removed, and that
she'll have chemotherapy next.
She canceled upcoming tour
dates to undergo treatment.
"I still have both of my
breasts and whether I will keep
them is a bridge I have to cross
later," she said. "What an unexpected journey this is."

MSU student to
compete in
Tennessee's prelim
for USA pageant
Mallone Jenkins, sophomore
public relations major at Murray
State University, will compete in
the 2004 Ms. Tennessee USA
pageant
21-23
Oct.
Clarksville, Tenn.
Jenkins is from Puryear.
Tenn. and serves as a residential
advisor for Clark College.
Jenkins will be „competing
against 70 other women in four
categories: opening number,
interview, swimsuit and evening
gown. The pageant will be held
on the campus of Austin Peay
State University.
The pageant is a preliminary
to the nationally televised Ms.
USA pageant scheduled in April
2005.

NEW YORK. (AP) —
Britney Spears is taking some
time away from her career to
enjoy her recent marriage to
dancer Kevin Federline, and she
can't wait to start a family,
according to her Web site.
"My prerogative right now is
to just chill and let all of the
other overexposed blondes on
the cover of Us Weekly be your

entertainment. Good
luck girls!"
the Web site
says.
She adds:
"Being maris
ried
GREAT and
I can't wait
Spears
to start my
family!"
Her greatest hits album."My
Prerogative," will be released on
Nov. 9.
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Nightline Jimmy Kimmel Live Seinfeld
Served

Pioneer Quest

Frasier 4- King

Oprah Winfrey X

Edition

Broadway: Musical

Becker :X Drew

Paid

Entertain Cheaters Paid

Paid

KEVS-CBS 60 Minutes X
King
Universe CSI: NY in Stereo) it: News'S
WGN
!Whit sit "Deceiver"(1998)Chris Penn. X WGN News at Nine Becker
IHSP
Brkthrgh Zola
Your Day Lite
Inspire- 101d Gospel

Becker X Kane Delivery

Justice

Street

Wisdom

Feed

Inspir-

Inspir•

Various

WKMU-PBS Jubilee (In Stereo

News

Ky Life

Work-

Tartan TV Charlie Rose IN) X

Will

Rose-

Rose-

Paid

Outside

Baseball SportsCenter iLive

Austin City Limits Ir. Lincoln Center

WDKA-W8 Srnallville Run if

The Mountain IN; X Judy

ESPN

Tournament

Tournament

ESPN2

Poker

World-Poker

MTV

Rock

Choose

TNT

Law & Order T

Judy

Tournament

Late Show (In Stereo) Friends

SportsCenter Live

World-Poker

Made i In Stereo)

World-Poker
I_1 World-Poker
Made IN Irt Stereo) [Real Wrld 'Real Wrld Laguna

Law & Order 4

Movie: **'2

The

Her(1995, Suspense)

TLC

In a Fix (N)

While You Were Out While You Were Out lea Fix

LIFE

Oda

Molt "She Woke Up Pregnant"(1996) X

USA

Law & Order: SVU

AMC

Movie:*ft Villboltie Bulge"(1965) Henry Fonda NH
American Justice
Family 'Airline I Bio.: Dania

A&E

1 Year 587

J. Meyer Family

SportsCenter

Baseball NFL Live Cold Pell in Stereo Live)

'Pat

Sesame Street u

WBBJ-ABC Lost White Rabbit

MANY OTHER LOAN PROGRAMS AVAILABLE

1001 Whitnell Ave. • Murray, KY 42071
www.murrayledger.com

Matchett Medea Judge Mathis X

Under-

Sabrina Sabrina Paid

KEYS-CBS Newel Bold
WGN
News On Stereo)

The singer is still planning to
shoot a pilot for ABC in which
she plays a gay music teacher.

Paid

V/DKA-W13 22 16 10

WOTY-URI Paid

PeopleintheNews

ugtrtLines

Christ

Hi-5 X

Jaws! Mr

Couch

Clifford Dragon

Save

Divorce News

The View (N) X
Regis miff Kelly
Sesame Street I Boob- 'Barney

Arthur

111(NU-P8S 21 21 5 11 Arthur
Chapel

VAR

Lions

The Early Show In Stereo) X

16 34 9 10 Chang- Beier17 83 28
Truths fats-

Matlock in Stew
Ellen Show

To Be Announced News X

Good Morning America N.

Calliou

The View (N)1
Tony Dares

The Early Show X Monter Williams X The Price is Right News

News

KBS-Eox 9 9 2 3 Paid
Paid
Wahl-LIPN 10 17 11 30 Paid
Paid
KEYS-CBS 12 12 12 12 Breakfast Show
INSP

!Tony Danza

Today In Stereo) X

7 Good Morning

WNPT-PBS 8 8

- 511-1)15( (At. 1)- r. 51 551

1141(

7:00 1 7:30 1 8:00 I 8:30 I 9:00 1 9:30 10:00 1 10:30 11:00 11:30
Jane Poultry
Good Morning America 0
Aeglswd Kelly
The View hi X

(5:00) News

11/711-C8e 5 5
News
ef1:50411C 6 6 6 6 News IL

ME/Pa

tHII-H. 1i 511 MR 51

Nanny

Golden

The Late Late Show

Cops X

NFL Live Lawn

1-119ffful
The X-Files 2Stly

Punted

Lawn
Punk'd

The X-Fiies

While You Were Out While You Were Out
Golden Providence it

Nanny

Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom"I1984) Move:*el 1.1-571"(2000) Matthew Mcecnaughey.

FAN

Malt se The LAMP Vansea"(2000)I

NICK

Sponge

Unfab

HON

Spaces

Building Dream

Whose?

whose

Full list Full Hse. Ptah Pr. Cosby
'Mission

Curt

Curb

Movie *** The Enemy Bete'(1957)'NR' Escape Frorn Akekez
Crossing Jordan it American Justice
FamNy
Airline it
The 700 Club I
lam. Mat fem. Mat CRC
paid
Rose-

iRose'

Fretsli Pr. _Fresh Pr. Boss?

House

'Modern

Spaces

Building Dream

SPIKE

CSI: Crime Sal

Whit sr* 'The Godfather, Part /F11990. Drama) Al Pacino, Diane Keeton I Police Videos

WTBS

Friends

Friends

Seinfeld

TOON

°try

Yu-Gi-Oh! Coden-

COURT

The Investigators

Forensic Psychic

Boss?
!Mission
Blind

Seinfe4d

Sex &

Sex &

he's a Lady

474,8*.**'Men at herr(1990.Come*

Totally

Titans

Static

Futurams Family

Sealab

The Investigators

Mastnive The Investigators
I'm Living Midnight Love

BET

Peters 'Girl-

Coming to the Stags Comicvsew

News

Most Shocking

In the Moment

Most Shocking

H60

MO*LeaguisOon

The Wire In Stereo', —inside the NFL Ai X, Family

Inside Fame

ilnuyasha Closed

Caught

CMTV
MAX

Extra X

In the Moment

Lupin the

Forensic Psychic
Cormcview
inside Fans

Real Time In Stereo] Diary of a Political Tourist It

Mar WIlhout a Face"(1993)X Nosier et "Undaniself12003, Hoof)'R'

Best Sex Movie: Vence)Wiboxer 1"

SHOW

Meela: I Love Trouble IMovit se* "Defy Deeds"(200Z Hut?

Strange Dubuyidi

*his:tic 'The Limiess Heart" Deception

Even

Proud

DISN

Mei* itir lamer of Toler(1997, Weary) Lizzie

FUX

Nos* *** "Ducey"(1991,Diane)Warren 8904 1? Posit "Okecow on the Hudson"(1984)11.

N802

Maio 42 Used

The Sopranos it

Sister

Boy

Movie: cc : "Eraser"(1996 Adventure'

1So Raven Kim

Lizzie

Move: **"i "Moot Rod"(19EG)

Movie. 'Welcome Si Garwood Black

II
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CLASSIFIEDS
Murray Ledger & Times Fair Heeeisig Ad Peeks
All mai mule advertised nen stied to Me Med Pair
Finang Act who inter a Siegalte dvalire argni fiene.
miL
111111111011 or diepiensece band a mom MK
eres a asked eV& or Wm's te men
my midi penneem iliallora or dienniedise.

ADJUSTMENTS
MI
realmat Mar ade lor any two, Maly
ACip & Tries ad be menet* for or& one
nconeo 'aorta, WI error Mould be reported
erreclato, frecurs can be made
AMAMI WO MINNOW 10 Chia MS

Stair laws forbid &ainailion in the sale, resed or advertisesof
real war bawd cm twton in addition to three prowled ern
Weal Lae

DEADLINES
Frl. 11 CM.

Skint:lay

We vril barategly accep any aiwst.i for real mote AIM is
nor in sideline(the taw All passes ueIuebyinformed that all
dwelling,adverted are wain en m egad appear& brie

Thursday
Fnday

.Mon. 11 am.
Mon. 5 p.m.
Wed. 11 a.m.
Wed. 5 p.m.

Sasedsy

Thur. 12 p.m.

=LT=

Tuesday
Wednesday

For farther assistance with Fair Housing
Adverting reparemeno, contact %AA Counwl
Rene P Mi1(7031648-1000

cr

010
020
025
030
040
0110
070
090
1E0
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Lege Mace
Nod»
Personas
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Nap Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic 8 Childcare
Business Opportunrty
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Arbcies For Sate
Appliances
Horne Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210

no
280
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Farm Equipment
Harry Em8prient
Sports Equipment
Aram%
Musical
Noble Moms Lots For Sale
*dee Homes For Sele
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms Foe Rent
Houma For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pals & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sate
Land For Rent or Leese

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
486
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Ran Eat&
UM Properly
Lots For &is
Lots For Rent
Faroe For Site
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Molorcycies I ATV's
Auto Parte
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vane
Used Trucks
Campers
Bons II Motors
Services °tiered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

$7.75 Column Inch, 60`1 Discount 2nd Run,
40'; Discount 3rd Run.
(Shopping Guide)
$3.00 per column inch extra for Monday

PLACE YOUR LINE Al2 AND 1.1 WILL /VELAR OA
WEBSITE AT ND EXTRA CHARGE,
1
I 1 "%. 1
25 irst Day - 20 wor. or ess
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:$.11 per word per day.
For blind box ads
S3.00extra for Sliopper(Mon Classifieds 40 Into Shopping Guide'$2..50 extra
matter
submitted
any
edit
or
reiect
The publisher maintains the right to
Ii

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
II II I: I

I

In Memory of James E. Hughes
Died On Oct. 19, 2003
Memories of Dad
How well I do remember
Standing at my fathers knee
And all the fun and happy times
As he was raising me.
How well I do remember
The love we always shared
And all the things he said and done
That showed he really cared.
How well I do remember
The day God called you home
Dad slipped into his loving arms
And I felt so alone.

4vr

Now my heart will carry memorie,,
of the love he gave to me.
Until we meet again in heaven,
Where the best is yet to be.

Production Manager
Afternoon Shift
(5:30 p.m. - 4:00 a.m.)
We are a manufacturer of fractional
horsepower motors and blowers looking
for an experienced second shift
Production Manager. This position
entails a wide variety of production,
materials, personnel, safety and security
activities. The right person must implement methods and procedures to achieve
Company production and quality goals.
Our company offers a competitive salary
and benefits package, which includes
major medical, dental, life and 401K.
If you are interested in this position:
Please send your resume with salary
requirements to fhart@jakelinc.com or
mail to Jakel Inc., 700 N. 4th St.,
Murray, KY,42071. M/FN/D—EOE

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff.
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-3633
aluminum
BUYING
cans. Key Auto Parts.
753-5562
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
CLEAN, good running
grain truck. 70's or 80's
model OK. 16 foot
dump bed preferred
Call 753-5726a
JUNK cars wanted.
Free hauling. 293-0319
USED carpeting, electric baseboard heaters.
refrigerators, air conditioners, doors, and
storm windows 7534109

J. Morse
We love & miss you
Dot, Glenn, Sandra & Boys

Notice

STEVE VIDMER
General Practice (a Lass hiehidaig.
Mt( 1../41 STODV/SITPORT
FFIC/D1 1
( RI \11\
I'LRSON ‘1.1N.11. RN

753-1752
1111% Is 5\ \ii‘ I R11%1 \II

1

060
Help Wanted
photogra
SENIOR
Wedding
phy,
Call
Photography.
Lynn's Studio. 7531001. 16 years experience.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

•••••••••••••••••

The Bull Pen
is now hiring
experienced
servers.
Apply in
person at
110 S. 5th St.
1144101114M140110110010111

$PAGHETTI is back on
red! Sandra Ds Diner,
94 E, 293-3816
050
Lod and Found
Lost in Kirksey area.
Large red mixed breed
Male dog. Looks like a
chow. "Bear" is very
gentle & kind. Very shy
with people he doesn't
know. Disappeared 1013-04. Reward for info
about Bear. 489-2950.
293-8579
060
Help Wanted

CM A/CNA/
NURSES AID
Prefer experience, will
train, pleasant atmosphere. good working
conditions.
EOE
Apply in person
No phone calls please.

Fero Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View Dr.
factory
IMMEDIATE
positions available at
IES 888-547-6218

NOW taking applications for day & night
shift. Apply in person
ift Sonic Drive-in. 217
S. 12th Street. No
Phone Calls Please.
advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train Call
M-F 9am-1pm only! 1800-578-8799
SIGN company seeking persons who are
experienced or willing
to learn vinyl graphic
design & applications,
Send resume to P.O.
Box 938, Benton. KY
42025
SWIFT Roofing is hiring roofers and laborers $10-$17 per hour.
Random drug screens
753-5976. M-F 8amEqual
4pm
Opportunity Employer

CLEANING houses is
Call
my business
Linda 759-9553

The Place to
Start.... Murray
Ledger & Times

270 753-1916

CONSTRUCTION
Murray Area
Heavy Equipment Operators
Tr -Axle Dump Truck Drivers
General Labor
(Pipe Laying Experience)
"Equal Opportunity Employer"
Send Resume To

Gadcon Inc.
725 Fraysier Avenue
Owensboro, KY 42301
or Fax to (270) 926-1503

I

Cultured Marble Products
Makers Needed

a
RAN *
R A VETE
* HONO
Special Veteran's Day Tribute
A

November 11, 2004

Articles
For Sale

*

Show past and present Veterans that you care by reserving a space today!
In Memory of
Orval Brown
Corporal - Army Air Corp
WWII
1942-1945

*Only $11
? per photo

(only one person
per photo)

*

Double spots: $18
40 word limit

We are proud of your service
to our country.
Love,
Your Family

E: NOV.im5 AT 5PM
DEADLIN
......

....
MIS
MN—

Ir

Bring $11 payment, photo, this form, along with a self-addressed stamped
envelope during office hours to 1001 Whiffle!' Avenue in Murray or mail to .
Murray Ledger and Times. Attn• Classifieds, P.0 Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071. s
LIMIT OF 20 WORDS, PLEASE PRINT

I
*iYour Name:

150

VISA

I

Phone
I*

eddress•

—

I

iln Honor/In Memory (circle one) Name of Veteran
:
1987 Harley low rider,
Date of Service
condition,
flank:
Thornton Tile & Marble, Inc. - Murray, good
Ponderosa 20ft. goose
KY is recruiting eight marble Jproducts
Service:
of
Branch
neck stock trailer
makers for a temporary period of
'
(270)748- *
$1,500.
iMessage :
February 01, 2005 to November 23, 2005.
(270)970-1065
5307.
7:00
Friday
Monday
Normal workweek
2 plots behind "Woman
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Pay rate $7.40 per hour
I
at the Welr in Murray
- $11.10 overtime rate (if applicable). No
Garden
Memorial
will:
experience required. Workers
$500 each Call 753Prepare molds by cleaning/waxing; gath8619
er/measure/mix raw materials in
2 wheel trailer. 753blenders. Pour mixture onto molds with
4725
sheet rock trowels. Unmold and stock
Houses For Rent
CAMOUFLAGE suits,
after product has cured. Workers will be
children's
assorted
trained to drive a forklift, if necessary.
2BR house. central
AVAILABLE 10/18 1BP
mobile
nice
1997
sizes, $5/set at Key
Workers will be responsible for their own
H&A, wd hookup, no
home, C/H/A, 14x60, with garage on wooded
Auto Parts. 753-5500
travel and housing expenses. Only perpets. 753-2259, 527lot near campus. Great
will pay sales tax and
sons authorized to work permanently in
GE washer $175 ex.
Pets 8174 $550 a month, 1
neighborhood.
put it in your name for
cond. Sofa bed $150 $9,000. 437-4465
month deposit
the U.S. need to apply. Send resume to: V.
with extra deposit. 293ex. cond. Nice Ig lamp
Johnson (4364) at DES - 275 E. Main St.,
8462
2
BED,
3
AWESOME
360
$20. 753-5278
2-WA Frankfort, KY 40621.
BEAUTIFUL furnished
BATH HOME WITH
Storage Rentals
New
LP Gas Refills.
PORCH & DECK! 731- apartment, Wells Blvd.,
"EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER"
100 lb. cyl. & OPD
near MSU campus.
584-9429
A&F Warehousing
valves in stock. B&B
Available Nov. 1, seriLAND/HOME PACKNear MSU $20-50
Broker. 753-4389
ous inquines only. 753.AGES: 1-5 acres avail753-7668
able! Great locations! 5278
MURRAY Store and
View
FORREST
Call now! 731-584Lock presently has
THE EMPLOYMENT PEOPLE
Apartments 1213 N.
9429
units available. 753for:
applications
Currently accepting
16th St., now accepting
REPO'S: We've got to
2905 or 753-7536.
Temporary, part-time, and full-time work to
them! applications for 2br
move
include Production Shift work, Assembly.
townhouses, basic rent
Singlewides
PREMIER MINISTORProduction Technical, and General Labor.
We $360/ month. Call 753Doublewides!
AGE *Inside climate
Message.
1970. Leave
Please call us at 1-800-403-9970 to make an
finance! 731-584-9429
control storage
appointment.
LIVE Oak Apts.
*Security alarmed
Best the county has.
Newly Remodeled
*Safe & clean
Collin Silt Loam.
All positions require drug testing, backgroui
1BR $290.00
*We sell boxes!
checks, and skill testing.
Call Terrell Tidwell.
2BR $340.00
•We rent U-Hauls
3BR $275 753-6012
3BR $425.00
753-9075
FOE • N1/F/D/V
753-9600
EXTRA nice 16x80
$100 deposit special
293-7548
2BR, 2BA. on private
for qualified applicants.
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
lot close to town and
mmercial Prop
Office hours 8-4
school, all appliances
For Sale
Mon-Thurs
Progressive local (regional) telecommuni- [
Appliances
111
furnished. $425 a
appointfor
today
Call
applicants.
qualified
seeks
cations firm
ESTABLISHED, rep
month plus deposit.
ment
Qualifications include:
washer, 753-7930, 293-1761
KENMORE
utable childcare center
753-8221
heavy duty. good consale with almost an
for
mobile
• background in telecommunication opera28R
NICE
NICE 1BR, can walk to
dition. $75. 767-9566
acre of land in Murray.
tions, telecommunications construction, or
home and lots for rent
MSU, available immeCall 270-227-0478 for
No pets 753-9866
electronics;
diately. 762-0991 and
appointment.
• minimum 18 years of age;
559-1164
• high school diploma or GED preferred:
NICE 2BR duplex. no
Yanmar
Sale,
FALL
• ability to lift up to 75 pounds unassisted;
pets. 753-7457 or 436Tractors - excellen
and
1 OR 2br apts nea
6357
tractors plus
compact
2,580 sq. ft. Insulated
• Clean driving record
Murray
downtown
NOW LEASING
rotary cutters, finish
metal building with
starting at $200/mo
economy
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
mowers,
Pre-employment physical examinations,
overhead
electric
753-4109
tillers.
and
We accept Section
boxes
background and reference checks will be
doors, paved parking.
1BR apt available, all
8 vouchers.
Located on Hwy 94E required.
and 10,760 sq tt gravappliances furnished.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
2 miles west of Kenlake
eled area with secunty
The employer does not discriminate on the
Mur-Cal Realty. 753902 Northwood Dr
State Park. Call after
fence. 270-753-0020
basis of race, religion, sex, age, national
4444.
Monday,
4PM (270)474-2774
or
Retail
OFFICE
origin or disability. Applications for the posiWednesday. Fnday
1BR. 1 bath. W&D.
200
space for rent 404 N.
tion are available at the Kentucky
Phone
759-4984
refrigerator, stove &
S_ Eoultiffwd
4th St. 850 sq ft. or
Department for Employment Services, 319
Equal Housing
dishwasher. $325. 1
more Call 759-3772
will
be
and
South 7th St., Mayfield, KY
Opportunity
month free. 759-8780
ITHACA featherlite 12
accepted there until October 29, 2004.
TDD
11-800-648-6056
gauge vent rib 2-3/4" 1BR. IBA central gas
Regular office hours at Employment
RED OAKS APTS.
mod $250. Mossberg
heat & air, all appliServices are 7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. on
Special
Model 500 12 gauge
ances, 1 year lease, 1
Monday and Tuesday, 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
$100 Deposit
vent rib. 3", 3 chokes
month deposit, no pets
Suites & Single
on Wednesday and Thursday, and 7:30 1BR From $280
$175 753-1635
753-2905
Offices
12:00 noon on Friday. No telephone calls
26F1 From $325
1BR-4BR apartments.
270
Today!
753-4529
Call
please.
Ask about move in free
Mobile Homes For Sale
753-8668.
days. Coleman RE
Equal Opportunity Employer
Check us cut
VERY nice 2BR, 1.5BA
759-4118
14X76 2BR 26A comes
appliAll
townhouse.
2BR very large, all utiliante Web!
with 4 acres and all
090
ties paid, dishwasher, ances. central gas heat
appliances $25,000
1
lease.
year
1
Domestic & Childcare
disposal, and air,
garbage
753-4434, 293-4530
vArgmurraytedger.com
month deposit, no pets
stove, refngerator, no
753-2905
HOME based daycare
1983 14x72 28R, 1BA, pets_ C/H/A. 767-9037
LOCAL company is
has openings for chilgood condition, new
340
2BR, 1BA duplex with
Seeking
expanding
Provider has
dren
furnace. set up in
per
Houses For Rent
garage. $500
2
investors
private
CPR & First Aid training
Riviera Courts. asking
month. 753-7688, 492year-time note. Paying
as well as an educa$3.500. 753-3337
1602 Tabard. 3/2
6200
11.8034% (ROI $25
tional background in
Available Dec 1
$850.
carport
270-227IBA.
$100)
2BR,
per
1992 16x70 Clayton
child development. Full
753-0090
mobile home $11,000 $425 901 Sunny Lane
time rates are $65/wk. 2115 for more informaxce ent
tion
1BR, 1BA lust remod753-3415
OBO New vinyl
759-4649
floors
hardwood
eled,
roof. - etc
Quality
shingle
4 bedroom house 1, 2.
WILL clean up before
nice yard, great neighCoach Estate G-6
3 apts. 753-1252 or
Computers
and after renters, new
borhood, $350 a month
Daytime 759-8510
753-0606
construction, remodelplus dep.. 767-2502 or
$250
1
APT.
bedroom
ing, floors, windows.
1996 16x60. 2BR. 2BA
MDM COMPUTERS
226-9081
deposit.
and
plus lights
condition.
etc.
baths,
excellent
kit,
(leave message)
A+ Certified Technician
2BR, 753-4860, 753fur270-436-6081,
moved
436be
must
Experienced
On site service
1502
Will Deliver
nished, near lake.
$11.000. 270-435-4064
5914, Valerie
759.3556

Adecco

DIRT DADDY'S
TOP SOIL

liri

OFFICE SPACE
AVAILABLE

I
I
I
I
I
5
I

.

a

v

380
Pets & Supplies
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858
390
Livestock & Supplies
GOAT hutches 731
247-3333
hay
SALE: Alfalfa
$2.75/bale until 15
November or until
gone. 270-753-8848
STRAW for sale $2 25
bale (day) 753-4582.
(night) 759-4718
Real Estate
SMALL farm for sale
acres
15
fenced
approx. 3 miles east of
Murray in a very nice
community. Has road
frontage for a home
and would be great for
horses or to subdivide.
Asking $60.000. Call
753-1940 and leave
Realtor
message.
inquiries welcome.

1

41111Acreage

92 acres located on
Faxon Road Heavily
wooded with some
pine, some hardwood.
Lovely site cleared and
ready for building
Creek flows through
property plus pond
Call Kopperud Realty.
753-1222 for details
Reduced to $94,900
MLS*19909
Homes For Sale
3.000 sq It house on
extensively landscaped
lot. 2 car garage, gas
fireplace. 3 bedrooms
plus steeping loft over
great room. 3 full baths,
kitchen, dining room,
living room, 24'x40'
great room, office,
large walk-in pantry.
covered 16'x24' arbor,
covered porch. large
patio, (doll house)
shed. 759-8918

TOPSOIL
FOR SALE

753-6398
978-0299

7

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

530
Servtces Mind

Tuesday, October 19, 2004 • 11 --cV
530
Serytes Dewed

Services Oflered

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

I

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 23
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

ESS
Homes

98 Durango 4 whee
drive, 3rd seat, CD,
chrome, all power, a
must see $8500 OBO
(270)841-0902 (cell)

1989 Chevy 5-10 new
engine in 2001, new
tires in 2003. Great
shape. $2,500. 4362232 or 978-1471
1988 Dodge Dakota,
loaded, topper, 24,000
actual miles! 753-0123
days, Larry 759-1525
nights or 293-6692
1986 black Dodge ext.
cab. 4x4, loaded out,
182,000. $5,700 OBO.
435-4243
85 Ford 1/2-ton truck,
$975.00 obo. 7620642.
1984 Chevrolet truck
492-8723

Used Cars
NISSAN Altima '94
oaded, excellent condition, must sell leaving
country. $3,000. OBO.
(270)759-2408 after
6P.m.
2000 Ford Taurus,
loaded. leather, 6 disc
factory CD changer.
58,000 miles, extended
warranty to 75,000
miles. 753-4497
2000 Grand Am. auto,
loaded, 4 door, runs
great. rebuilt title,
68,000 miles. $4,600.
767-0357
2000 Mercury Cougar.
V6, automatic, all
power, 63,000 miles.
red 753-0114
1999 Camry. one
owner, 44,000 miles,
like new. 753-8744
'99 Honda Accord EX.
loaded, 26,000 miles.
warranty left, below
KBB value $9,650
527-5860
'94 Dodge Intrepid, 3.3
liter V6, A/C, CO. pass
& driver airbags, 4door, maroon, tint windows. Call 767-0698 or
759-9697
1991 hunter green
BMW 525. Runs great,
excellent
condition
inside and out. 126K
miles, reduced to
$4,900.
753-6620
nights, 753-1222 days.
Ask for Bill
Vans
2002 Dodge Grand
Caravan EX. loaded,
42,000 miles, $16,250
759-4249
2000 Toyota Sienna
van, below 48K miles,
excellent
condition,
761-2356
1999 Dodge Grand
Caravan,
excellent
condition,
122,000
miles. $4,750. 7594893
1996 Ford Club Wagon
Chateau loaded, rear
A/C, 4 captain's chairs,
new tires. everything,
works, used for long
distance travel, excellent condition. Call 7679442
'95 Voyager SE, well
equipped, 96,200 mi.
$2.150 080. 753-3191
'89 Chevy Astro Van,
'not pretty', used as
work van, needs tune
up! $800 080 7670143
Used Trucks
SUPER sharp 2001
Dodge 1500 Extended
cab, 30,600 miles, V8,
5 speed. leather,
AM/FM cass, 10 disc
CD changer, hard
Towneau cover, Rhino
liner, new tires on
chrome. KBB $13,175.
Asking $12,750. Must
see 436-2675
1994 Chevy Silverado.
3500 1-ton, 4-door
pickup, 350 V-8 loaded
up air. W-L, cr towing
pk, dual 35 gal. tanks.
$7.500. Call 270-7531598. Matching topper.

"We Specialize in Cleaning"
•Nrinyi swing & Fencing *Mobile Homes
•Bnck 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways

Call us we will be
glad to help:
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

Campers
FLORIDA bound? 27 ft
Airstream Immaculate
condition 753-15,37

16 foot completely
refurbished boat and
trailer. 70HP Mercury,
trolling motor included.
$1,550.
753-0123
days. Larry 759-1525
nights or 293-6692

Swims Clewed
436-2867 Joe's Mower
Repair.Free
pickup/delivery.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
Out garages. gutters,
junk & tree work.
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
years experience. Call
Carters
A-1
AFFORDABLE
HAULING all around
clean-up, gutters, tree
work 436-2867
AFFORDABLE
tree
work removal 4362867
ALEXANDER SEPTIC
SERVICE Septic tank
and grease trap cleaning and repair. Access
risers installed 7535933, 1-877-335-1500
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms. roofing, vinyl
siding, mobile home
repair, sagging floors,
termite & water damage. Larry Nimmo,
(270)753-9372
or
(270)753-0353
ASPHALT
Travis Asphalt
Sealcoating
Tony Travis. Owner
•Driveways
•Pariung Lots
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

We build, repair,
and refinish.

411.

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge in s
#1 & 02 available in most col

Call Metal Mall

TENNESSEE Metals,
Inc. 641 North Puryear,
TN 38251. (731)2473222 Monday thrti
Thursday 8-4. now
buying tin, iron, cars,
Come by for the best
prices anywhere! Rolloff containers also
available

FAMILY in need willling
to do housekeeping,
hauling, small repairs
753-7439 or 293-0319
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.
JUNK/
Rubbish
Removal, clean out
attics, garages, yard
waste, etc (270)4892583
LAYTON
Hudson
hauling, landscaping,
backhoe & loader work.
753-4545 or 492-6265
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
"since 1971"
-Carpets *Upholstery
•Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
-Got Dirt?"
753-5827
Creek
NATURAL
Landscaping. Design
and layout, mulch, trim,
leaf removal and maintenance. Free estimates! Call today! 7539731
NO Job too big or small
Just give me a call
270-226-9074
PAYTON Lawn Care.
FREE
estimates.
Mowing,
fertilizing,
landscaping, leaf raking, light backhoe work.
Phone: 270-436-5507,
Cell: 270-293-7717
PIANO LESSONS
Phone 436-6054
After 5 p.m.
Right.
QUICK
&
Painting, House work,
Yard work, Odd Jobs.
(270)761-2559
SEPTIC
SYSTEM
INSTALLATION. And
repair. pumping, field
line
replacement,
washer beds installed.
Excavating,
gravel
dnveways and parking
lots installed. BRENT
ALLEN
SEPTECH.759-1515,
1-877-335-1500

David's tikune
Improvement
Water Damaged Floors
Braces& Floor Joists
Remodeling 8 Plumbing
David Gallornore Owner
Will Do Insurance Work
Visa & MasterCard Accepted

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for Plus, all repairs for
home and business
293-5438

731-247-5422

30 years experience
All work guaranteed
Roby Autry
270-767-9597
731-586-4496

410.3

CARPORTS Starting
at $675. installed. Roy
Hill (270)436-2113

TILE flooring, bathroom floors $5.50 ft.
Custom showers $10
ft. Free estimates on
repair Jamie Harrell
436-2397
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Rooting, Vinyl
Siding. Addition, and
Remodeling. Quality
Work. Over 30 Years
Experience. Gerald
Walters 753-2592

Horoscopes
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
for
Wednesday, Oct. 20, 2004:
You have the strength and stubbornness to achieve your goals.
You will find spring much easier
than the beginning of this birthday year. You might need to
revise your style of communication. You will make changes in
your daily life that might surprise others, but will make you
happier. If you are single, you
will meet people easily. Don't
automatically make your special
friend pan of the family. Take
this year to get to know him or
her. If you are attached, you will
need to work out some issues
regarding family, home and your
domestic life. Know that you
need to give in a little more.
CAPRICORN can be so stubborn!
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult

Cell
731-234-6875
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EATS
Consign is i t Clothes
& Costume Rental
Name Brands Out Daily For
Men. Women & Children
Also
*Wedding •Maternity •Nursir.,.
Open Mon.-Sal. 10 a.m.-6 p.m
606 S. 12th St.
(270) 762-0207

Vinyl Siding
* Replacement Windows
*Metal ir Shingle Roofing
* Beauhtul Sumorns &
Screen Rooms

*Garages
*Barns
* Extenor Restoration
Services
*Licensed & Insured

560
Free Column
7 mo Australian shep.
herd/lab mix, all shots'
spayed, tree to good
home 761-2661

Corey Huie 270-293-9858

by Jacqueline Iligar
anyway. Go oft and enjoy yourself as soon as you can. Tonight:
Chill out.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Your efforts are admirable,
though you get flak left and right.
Retreat and don't get involved in
today's chaos. Don't feel negative or insecure. Give others
space while you keep telling
yourself: This too will pass.
Tonight: Vanish and do your
thing.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Say what you feel with
care. Others might misunderstand you way too easily. Also,
refuse to take a comment or two
personally. Take care of your
finances. Do what you can do
without others. Tonight: Screen
your calls.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** You fall over yourself without even trying. Focus on funds.
Balance your budget. Friends
might have fabulous ideas for
spending your money. Don't say
"no" just yet, but also don't say
"yes' either. You need more
facts. Tonight: Fun doesn't have
to cost.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** The Moon in your sign
gives you an extra edge over
others. You might have to readjust your ideas and perspective
because of what is going on.
Take your time with a boss's
offer. You might need to better
understand what he or she
expects. Tonight: Do your own
thing.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
** Know when to bail out -- like
today! You cannot win for losing.
Keep your mouth shut and maintain a neutral expression despite
what goes on and what you hear.
Take an overview right now,
knowing that everything can
change in the next few days.
Tonight: Close your door: screen
your calls.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
** You know what you want
and where you are heading.
Don't lose sight of your goals,
despite the fact that obstacle
after obstacle tumbles into your
path. A partner wants to and will
overindulge you. Go with what
works for you. Tonight: Do what
you want.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** You need to continue to
carry the ball. Just the same, you
might wonder why others aren't
as responsible as you. People
change their mind and toss your
day into chaos. Use the opening
as an opportunity. Tonight: Get
out of work ASAP.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You might feel as if you
have run directly into a
boomerang and tripped. The
words you choose might easily
be misread. You also might not
be sure you are hearing another's message properly. Pressure
builds in a financial partnership.
Tonight: Try to make it an early
night.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** No matter what you do,
you feel as if you come up with
the short end of the stick.
Evaluate the importance of a
relationship in your life. Do you
feel dependent on another person? Learn to support yourself in
your life. Tonight: Go out to dinner.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You cannot seem to get
the results you want. Someone
might be determined to have it
his or her way. Right now, you BORN TODAY
cannot change others; in fact. Musician Tom Petty (1953), rapyou never can. Relax and take per Snoop Doggy Dog (1971).
care of yourself. Tonight: Share pop psychologist Joyce Brothers
with your best friend.
(1928)
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***
** Your fatigue could interfere
with your ability to get your work Jacqueline Bigar is on the
done. You discover that your cre- Internet at http://www.jacqueativity flourishes, though others linebigar.com.
might not appreciate you putting (c) 2004 by King Features
in your two cents. Relax by tak- Syndicate Inc.
ing a walk at lunchtime. Tonight:
Early to bed.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You hit obstacle after
obstacle. Frustration marks your
actions. Pressure builds. Don't
push. Do only what you can do
without interference. Others
mean well but cause' problems
?OM

Murray Sidine
8z-'Window Co.

AUTRY ROOFING

14,
-meet UP it DELIVERY PROVIDED*

DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503

75341153

VINYL SIDING &
CUSTOM REMODELING

4.11

1220 Hopkins
Road • Murray
I 753-0249

SIMMONS'S Carpentry
& Handyman work.
Free estimates. Call
767-0958 and 270519-8570

'All Size Units Available
+low Have Climate Control

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct

www.trotterswoodshop.com

D.G
Landscaping &
Nursery
*mulching
•fertilization/overseeding
*welding
*trimming
Tressure washing
varking tot sweeping
leaf mulching
435-4431

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

WATERPROOFING
BASEMENTS
AND
CRAWLSPACES
Underground
roof
drains surface water
diversions, shoreline
and erosion control
nprap installed storm
BRENT
shelters
ALLEN SEEPTECH,
759-1515, 1.877-3351500

-

McGrews
For Free Estimate
Call (270)489-2472
After 5 p.m
Cell (270)293-2494
7 to 5 p.m.

David Borders
(270) 767-0313 or(270)527-7176

FOf

3BR, 2 bath house,
Martin Heights subdivision Call 753-0980
after 5pm.
3BR, 2BA House, $750
down, owner
will
finance, located on
Govenors Row in
Panorama
Shores
area Call Dennis CO 1800-825-6070

David's Cleaning
Services

530
Services Cesred

i0

Read the classifieds daily
Sewing By Steven
Weed

,zietizvits.-

• Drapery
• Custom Bedding
• Accessories
• Custom Blinds

• Specialty Rods
• Upholstery
• Design Service Available

Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Including Silks

Call For Appointment 270-753-6361

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!
MURRAY
APPLIANCE
'We Service All Brands'

212 East Main St. • 753-1586

VW.* MIMPIRat••0118114111

WILES MASONRY
FOURTH GENERATION FAMILY BUSINESS

BRICK - BLOCK - STONE
303 SHAMROCK LANE
DEXTER, KY 42036

TRAVIS WILES

270-703-3438

1
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ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
• Been told "no" by others? Give us a call or come by our office!
• We have programs that allow us to say "yes"
to your home purchase or refinance.
• Call or come by today for your free pre-approval!

r

200 Poplar St.• Murray, KY
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093

Accepting New Patients
:Putidilladus

Ear, Nose & Throat
Phillip Klapper. M.D.
- Hearing Aids - No Referrals Required

con for Appointment(270) 759-4811
suito •4AF, •

..........
It's Christmas
in October
at
Brandon's! t3ed
OIL • LUBE 8t
FILTER CHANGE

Murray, KY 42071

Dom Gala

to 5 qts. on, filter for IMM vehicles - cfieseis not included)

Rob Has Read Tbligloesage a agaireves It

owner - Rita Wyatt

October 1
1st Fall Sale

20% OFF

(Exp. 11-15-04; Must Present Coupon) Please Call For An Appointment'

Ere...ssed. Brandon

04.10, 0(

Cadillac • Pontiac • Buick
1300N. 121 By-Pass • Murray •(270)753-5315 -(8001455-5315
www.braitdowautorsortiLtom
1111111,11
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10 years ago
Published is a picture of
Glenn Hicks shoveling debris
from the first floor of Murray
State University's fine arts
annex. Since the building has
been declared salvageable after
the July fire, the cleanup effort
has begun. The photo was by
Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane.
Births reported include a
boy to Shradena and Joshua
Labassiere. Oct. II; a boy to
Laura and William Howell and
a boy to Joyce and Michael
McDuffie, Oct. 12.
Murray Training School
class of 1954 held its 40-year
reunion at the Holiday Inn and
at the home of Melvin and
Rita Hendley.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of
Chuck Simons, Don Story and
Dr. Roger Reichmuth who will
play for the "Golden Memories IV Dance," tonight at Murray State University prior to
the MSU Homecoming Parade
on Oct. 20. Robert G. (Bob)
Burton, MSU graduate, now
president of ABC Publishing,
New York City, will be the
parade grand marshal.
Births reported include a
girl to Patricia and Gary Stockhaus and a boy to Paula and
William Winn, Oct. 3; a girl
to Debra and James Brown
and a girl to Julie and Robert
Leach, Oct. 7; a girl to Connie and Herbert Robertson, a
boy to Marilyn and Joseph
Baust, a girl to Joyce and Guy
McKnight, and a boy to
Ramona and Phillip Howell,
Oct. 8.
30 years ago
Sparks fly as Dub Lyons
puts the cutting torch to a
cable while the Calloway County Road Department works on
a bridge on Old Murray-Paris
Road. The bridge will be out

for about 30 days, while a
new structure is being built.
The photo was by Staff Photographer David Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Buck Hodges
were married 50 years Oct.
18.
Births reported include a
boy to Dr. and Mrs. David
Miller, Oct. 9; a boy to the
Rev. and Mrs. Darrell Keith,
Oct. 10; a boy to Janet and
Daniel Moore, Oct.11.
40 years ago
Paul R. Heise Jr., air controlman airman, United States
Navy, is engaged in nine months
of academic study at the Naval
Academy Preparatory School
at Bainbridge, Md.
Nadine Turner, director of
nursing at Murray Hospital,
has been elected president of
Kentucky State Association of
Registered Nurses, at a meeting held in Louisville.
The 95th annual meeting of
the Blood River Baptist Association will be held at First
Baptist Church, Murray, on
Oct. 20 and at Gilbertsville Baptist Church on Oct. 21.
Births reported include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Key, Oct. 16.
50 years ago
Army Pfc. Hardy Outland
is serving with the Armed
Forces Assistance to Korea Projects, sponsored by 7th Infantry
Division's 17th Regiment.
The 85th annual meeting of
the Blood River Baptist Association will be at New Beth
Baptist Church, Marshall County, with the Rev. Loyd Wilson as pastor. The Rev. T.L.
Culpepper is moderator of the
association.
reported
births
Recent
include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Cox, Sept. 23; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mason,
Oct. 12.

is ready for main stage
DEAR ABBY: "Mitch" and
have been best-friends-withbenefits for nine years. He has
live-in
a
girlfriend,
"Edna," and
they have
an
11month-old
son together. The two
of them are
always
Dear Abby fighting and
yelling, and
always
I'm
By Abigail
the peaceVan Buren
I
maker.
helped in raising their child
so often that the boy called
me Mom before he said it to
Edna.
Two years ago, I told Mitch
I wanted to be with him -- something more than just his girl
on the side. He said he already
knew it, but had been waiting
for me to say it. He said he
felt the same way, but he wasn't ready to go from one relationship to another.
When I first told him how
I felt, he told me not to wait
for him. He said if I did find
someone, I shouldn't hold back
because of him. When I finally did meet and date someone, Mitch got into an uproar
about it and said he didn't like
the guy. I ended the relationship to please him.
So here I sit, committed to
someone who can't do the same
for me, and feeling confused
and lonely. I believe I am in

I

ContractBridge
Thinking Things Through
North dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
+983
•8
•A 1 10 9 8 2
K7
EAST
WEST
•K 7 6 2
41 4
T 10 7 5 2
T A Q 96 4
•K 6
•7 5 3
+1086
+952
SOUTH
4 A Q 105
K 13
•Q 4
4Q 1 43
The bidding:
West
South
East
North
Pass
1•
Pass
1•
3 NT
2•
Pass
Opening lead --- six of hearts.
To be a good declarer, one must
always be afraid. Afraid of what, you
ask'? Afraid that finesses will lose.
that suits will break badly, and, in
general, that anything that can go
wrong will go wrong.
This fear that the worst might happen is the prerequisite to good card
play. It makes you think — and that's
what you must do if you want to win.
For example, take this case where
you're in three notrump and win the

opening heart lead with the jack. It
seems automatic to play the queen of
diamonds at trick two and finesse.
But if you did, you'd quickly go
down one, losing four heart tricks
and a diamond.
But suppose, before leading a diamond at trick two, you stopped to
think of what might happen if East
had the king of diamonds. After all,
there's about a 50 percent chance that
he has that card, and if he does, your
chance of making the contract would
be virtually nil.
The possibility that this might
occur should lead you to the correct
line of play. Accordingly, you cross
to dummy's king of clubs at trick
two, then lead the nine of spades and
let it ride. As it happens, the nine
loses to West's jack, but no return by
him can harm you.
Let's say he shifts to a club. You
win in dummy and try another spade
finesse. When it succeeds, your mission is accomplished. You can return
to dummy with a diamond to repeat
the finesse, after which you have
nine sure tricks.
By tackling spades instead of diamonds, you in effect raise a 50 percent chance for the contract to about
75 percent —the probability of finding East with either one or both of
the missing spade honors.

41 Opry's St
42 Rocloes slia resort
44 Eggs on
47Malevosces
51 Tokyo, formerly
52 Archeologist's
find
53 Crackpots
54 Free of
55 All excited
56 Headliner
57 Body of water

DOWN
1 Antarctic
explorer
2 Naive one
3 Was fnendly
4 Makes do
5 Arnold or
SeHeck
6 Inveighed
against
7 Follow upon
8 Mostly
9 Outback
hoPPElf
10 Raggedy doll

love with Mitch. We still have
a sexual relationship. I have
tried to cool things down, but
when I see Mitch, I just melt.
Do you think he means what
he says, or is he just telling
me what I want to hear for
what he can get? -- MISERABLE IN CONNECTICUT
DEAR MIZ: Let's review
what Mitch has been saying:
He said he has known for
years that you're in love with
him. He also told you not to
wait for him. If Mitch loved
you, do you really think he'd
be living with someone else
and telling you to move on?
I don't.
Now let's look at what Mitch
has been getting: He has someone who has continued to sleep
with him in spite of the fact
that he lives with someone
else and fathered a child with
her. On top of that, you're a
free baby sitter and peacemaker. Enough about what he's
getting. All you're getting is
heartache.

Todayhdlistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Oct. 19,
the 293rd day of 2004. There
are 73 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 19, 1781, British
troops under Lord Cornwallis
surrendered at Yorktown, Va.,
as the American Revolution
neared its end.
On this date:
In 1765, the Stamp Act
Congress, meeting in New
York, drew up a declaration
of rights and liberties.
Navy
the
1944,
In
announced that black women
would be allowed into Women
Accepted for Volunteer Emergency Service (the WAVES).
In 1960, the United States
imposed an embargo on exports
to Cuba covering all commodities except medical supplies and certain food products.
In 1977, the supersonic Concorde made its first landing
in New York City.
In 1987, the stock market
crashed as the Dow Jones
Industrial Average plunged 508
points, or 22.6 percent in value.
Ten years ago: Twenty-two
people were killed as a terrorist bomb shattered a bus in
the heart of Tel Aviv's shopping district. Entertainer Martha
Raye died in Los Angeles at

am
DEAR ABBY: I
employed by a national company to tutor high school students, one-on-one. For various
reasons, I suspect that one of
my students -- with whom I
meet every one or two weeks
-- may be smoking pot.
From a professional perspective. I feel this is none of
my business. From a personal perspective, and as a parent myself, I am agonizing
over whether I should bring
my suspicions to the attention
of his parent. If I were his
parent, I would certainly want
to know. Then again, my suspicions could be wrong. What
is the ethical thing to do? -UNSURE IN CALIF.
DEAR UNSURE: Your student's welfare IS your business.
Before approaching your student's parent, talk to the boy
about your concerns. His problem may be something other
than pot. At least give him a
chance to explain.

yogurt, sherbet,
DEAR DR. GOTT: What low -fat frozen
sorbet.
or
do
do you, in your practice,
— Limit your consumption
to help patients lower their
eggs to no more than two
of
cholesterol levels?
week.
DEAR READER: As I a
— Use olive oil as a basic
mentioned in a recent column,
also
diet is the fat in your diet. You can
it.
with
cook
safely
,
cheapest
— Be cautious about consafest and
egg-yolk-containing
suming
most reasonable first products, such as Bemaise
maystep to low- sauce, Hollandaise and
ering your onnaise. (Low -fat mayonnaise
cholesterol is available.)
— If you choose to conlevels. Here
will
is what I sume low-fat foods, you
eatyour
alter
y
appreciabl
not
Dr. Gott recom
ing habits — and what you
mend:
— Buy eat will be more healthful.: I
By
single
cuts of cannot remember a
lean
Dr. Peter Gott
failed
diet,
this
on
who,
patient
meat, trim
cholesher
or
his
reduce
to
in
them
cook
and
off the fat
terol levels significantly. If this
the broiler.
strategy does not achieve your
rich
l
cholestero
— Avoid
candidate
meats, such as pork sausage, goal, you may be a
that
therapy
aggressive
more
for
(such
bacon and luncheon meats
medicaas wursts, pastrami and so includes prescription
tion.
forth).
To give you related informilk
skimmed
Drink
—
I am sending you a
mation,
rather than whole milk or
my Health Report
of
copy
Skimmed
milk.
fat"
"reduced
Cholesterol."
nding
"Understa
is fat-free and will, therefore,
would like
who
readers
Other
and
protein
give you more
a copy should send a long,
vitamins per glass.
— Go easy on cheese. If self-addressed, stamped enveP.O.
you have a ham and cheese lope and $2 to Newsletter,
44092.
OH
Wickliffe,
167,
Box
sandwich for lunch, don't have
title.
pizza or macaroni and cheese Be sure to mention the
like
I'd
GOTT:
DR.
DEAR
for dinner. Buy low-fat cream
vitamin
on
n
informatio
some
holeslow-c
Substitute
cheese.
terol cheese (such as Jarls- pills, such as when to take
burg) for rich cheddar and soft them for best results, with meals
French cheeses that contain cho- or on an empty stomach, morning or night?
lesterol.
DEAR READER: Vitamins
— Don't consume butter
be taken at any time, with
can
use
(or cream). In its place,
corn oil margarine or one of or without food. Unlike many
whose
drugs
the many similar products that prescription
(or
enhanced
is
absorption
you
If
.
cholesterol
low
have
can, find a substitute that also reduced) by food in the stomhas minimal amounts of trans- ach, vitamins are readily
absorbed irrespective of when
fatty acids.
they are consumed. However,
foods
fried
— Avoid eating
in commercial restaurants. You as with any medicine, condon't know what ingredients sumers should follow the
were used to prepare the foods. instructions printed on the label.
For example, until recently, a
large food chain used lard (pure
animal fat) to prepare their
french fries.
Copyright 2004, Newspa— Reduce your consumpEnterprise Assn.
per
substitute
tion of iced cream;
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37 A wood stain
38 Riles up
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Crosswords
1 Kids ammo
4 To be, to Henri
8 Gullet
12 Root vegetable
13 Zen nddle
14 Beep
15 Slugger's stat
16 EPA concern
18 Reuben
purveyors
20 Garage job
21 Former spouse
22 My-bitty
23 Edict
27 Crumple up
29 Pnmary color
30 Overjoy
31 Surprised cry
32 Ready
33 Trigger's rider
34 Ky neighbor
35 Ship bottoms
37 Came in first
38 Get nosy
39 Jane Austen
novel
40 Insect resin
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Reality harsh for Racers
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
On Sunday, the Murray State Racers
woke up to the harsh reality that the remainder of the 2004 season will be played without the possibility of an Ohio Valley
Conference championship.
With last Saturday's hard-to-swallow 249 loss at Eastern Illinois,
the Racers (3-4, 2-2
OVC) now find themselves a full two games
back of league leader
Jacksonville State (6-0,
4-0), which holds any
possible
tie-breaker
against MSU because of
its win in a head-to-head
matchup Oct. 2 in
Pannunzio
Jacksonville, Ala.
The reality of the situation may have hit
head coach Joe Pannunzio the hardest.
"(Sunday) was probably the toughest day
I've had on this job," said the fifth-year
, Murray skipper on Monday during his
. weekly press conference with local and area
' , media representatives. "But our kids are
: resilient. They bounce back real easy. I think
they'll be ready to play (against SEMO). I
don't expect anything less."
The main culprit in the weekend loss —
the Racers' fourth road defeat in as many
tries this season — was an offense that produced just 231 total yards and only seven
:points against the Panthers. MSU's other
two points came on a third-quarter safety.
Murray's main offensive weapon — a
strong running game that ranked second in
the OVC entering Saturday's play — was

III White ...
From Page 14
the first period when Kayla
Bazzell blasted a goal past
Claire Herrington for a quick 10 lead. That score stood until
Kim Colp was provided with a
penalty kick with 35:02 to play
in the second half.
Colp didn't disappoint, putting a shot on the left side of the
goal past a diving Beth Ross to
tie the game at 1-1.
Immediately following the
kick, the match was delayed 40
minutes because of lightning.
Both coaches agreed that whatever momentum was ventured
or gained had gone right out the
window.
•
Smith felt like
had the upper-hand, even ter
Bazzell's: goal. He noted that
Murray is a team that won't let
one goal stand.
"Murray is too good of a
team to expect a shutout," Smith
said. -They have a lot of offensive weapons. Even up one, I
didn't feel like we had the
momentum. I made that our
challenge coming out with 35
minutes left. We were able to do
that real well. I don't know if it
- was them or if it was me, but I
was pleased."
Rosa said that he could feel
the tide shifting in his favor, but
the delay put a damper on what
his squad was trying to accomplish.
"I put all my seniors in in the
second half, and I felt like they
did what I sent them in to do.
which was to get the momentum
back," said Rosa. And then it got
called. That really killed a lot of
- what we were trying to do."
With less than 3:41 to play,
:..Mallorie Esterlein provided a
- penalty kick for Calloway that
put the Lady Lakers up 4-1.
•
Calloway will now take on a
Graves County team that has
allowed just 26 points all season. The Lady Lakers, meanwhile, have allowed nine less
: (17). But the Lady Eagles have
outscored CCHS 45-38 this
year.
Graves County is 12-5-1
overall and is 6-0-1 in district
play, including a 2-0 win over
the Lady Lakers in September.
: The two teams battled to a
scoreless tie later in the same
month.

SportsBriefs
•Calloway County Lady Laker
Little League basketball will hold
sign-ups for girls in grades 3-6
from 8 to 11 a.m. on Oct. 23 and
30. and from 8 to 10 a.m. on Nov.
6 in the high school gymnasium.
A player draft will be held on from
10:30 a.m. to noon on Nov. 6. The
cost of participating in the league
is $45 per player, or $75 for two in
a family.
Sign-ups for the Calloway
County Little Dribblers will be
held Oct. 23 and 30 from 8 to 11
a.m., and from 8 to 10 a.m. on
Nov. 6 in the high school gymnasium. Boys and girls in kindergarten through the second grade
are eligible to participate in the
program. The cost is $45 per
player, or $75 for two in a family.

virtually non-existent against E1U's leagueleading run defense, which limited the
Racers to only 143 yards on the ground.
With a suspect passing attack that produced only 88 yards on 16-of-32 attempts,
the Racers failed to provide open running
lanes for what had been a potent tailback trio
of Ron Lane, Nick Turner and Chad Cook.
As a result, MSU failed to produce a 100yard rusher for the first time since a Sept. 18
loss at Gateway Conference foe Indiana
State. Turner, returning td the backfield for
the first time since suffering bruised ribs
against Tennessee Tech, was the Racers'
leading rusher with just 51 yards on six carries. ,
According to Pannunzio, the Racers'
passing game needs to emerge if their
offense expects to produce in the season's
final four weeks.
"From now on, the people that we play
are going to make it a point to stop the run,"
he explained. "What we have to do is start
making plays downfield by throwing the
ball."
That onus falls in the hands of junior
quarterback Adam Fisher, who has completed just 52.7 percent(78-of-148) of his passing attempts for 829 yards, only three touchdowns and four interceptions.
Subbing for an ineffective Fisher, backup
signal caller Ryne Salyer was inserted for
one second-quarter possession. The 6-foot1, 195-pound redshirt freshman's one series
was scripted into the MSU game plan, but
produced just one incomplete pass because
the Racers were backed up to their own goal
line.
"I probably shouldn't have brought him

in when I did because of where we were on
the field," said Pannunzio, who plans to put
Salyer in for at least one series per game for
the rest of the season. "But we need to get
him some reps so we can be prepared if
Adam were to get hurt."
All of the Racers' offensive problems at
EIU nearly led to a dubious record for senior punter James Gaither, who averaged a
solid 44.6 yards on 11 punts — one off the
school record for punts in a game (12),
which was set by current Racer assistant
coach Matt Garrett in a 1998 loss at Division
I-A Brigham Young.
Despite a solid afternoon from Gaither,
the MSU's special teams unit had another
shaky game, totaling just 26 yards on two
punt returns and only 30 yards on two kickoff returns. The one crucial special teams
miscue — a fumbled punt by Turner in the
second quarter — led to a 42-yard EIU field
goal and a 10-0 deficit.
Nary Upate: The Racers are nursing a
host of injuries heading into the final weeks
of the season.
Senior tight end Jimmy St. Louis (knee)
missed last weekend's 'game and could be
out for the remainder of the season, although
Pannunzio said Monday the 6-5, 270pounder might possibly return in the final
two weeks of play. ... Center Dustin Hughes
missed the first half at Ely, but played in the
second half. ... Junior defensive back
Ronny DeLusrne (foot) missed Saturday's
game, but could be back this week. ...
Senior defensive tackle Brandon Dixson is
still battling a knee injury. ... Junior wide
receiver Erin Milton did not play against the
Panthers.
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NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE SCOREBOARD
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct
New England
5 0 0 1 000
N Y. Jets
5 0 0 1.000
Buffalo
1
4 0 .200
Miami
0 6 0 .000
South
W
L T Pct
4
1 0 800
Indianapolis
yille
Jacksonville
J
aocu;
lksto
onn
2 0 667
H
North
3 3 0 500
Tennessee
2 4 0 333
W
L T
5
1 0
3 2 0
3 3 0
1
4 0
West
W
L T
Denver
5
1 0
San Diego
3 3 0
Oakland
2 4 0
1
4 0
Kansas City
Last Sunday's Scores
Green Bay 38. Detroit 10
Buffalo 20, Miami 13
Houston 20, Tennessee 10
Atlanta 21, San Diego 20
Washington 13. Chicago 10
N.Y Jets 22, San Francisco 14
New England 30, Seattle 20
Jacksonville 22, Kansas City 16
Cleveland 34, Cincinnati 17
Philadelphia 30, Carolina 8
Denver 31. Oakland 3
Pittsburgh 24, Dallas 20
Minnesota 38. New Orleans 31
Open: Indianapolis, Arizona N V
Giants. Baltimore
Monday's Score
St. Louis 28, Tampa Bay 21
Pittsburgh
Baltimore
Cleveland
Cincinnati

Ortiz, Sox do it again!!•NLCS

IN Epic struggle extends ALCS to Game 6
BOSTON (AP) — David
Ortiz had just lifted the 471st
pitch of the night into center
field for the winning hit, setting
off another wild celebration,just
as improbable as the one he
started the night before.
Boston had rallied to beat the
Yankees again, needing 14
innings in this one, a 5-4 victory
that took 5 hours, 49 minutes, a
postseason record.
Now, as the jubilant Red Sox
and dejected Yankees came off
the field at Fenway Park late
were scheau1tJ'pTay 3g
New York in just 21 hours, they
started to wonder: Who can even
pitch Tuesday night after Boston
starter Curt Schilling and the
Yankees' Jon Lieber leave Game
6?
"Schilling's pitch count
might be 180," Red Sox manager Terry Francona said.
Think everyone was exhausted after Aaron Boone's 11thinning homer won Game 7 for
the Yankees last year? Both
teams are dragging themselves
to Yankee Stadium.
"Everybody's tired," New
York catcher Jorge Posada said.
-Their team, our team."
Rain is forecast for Tuesday
night. Both teams could surely
use the rest after three games in
Boston that saw 1,298 pitches.
82 hits and 29 pitching changes
over 35 innings.
"I think it will be good to go
back home and gain some energy from the home crowd," Alex
Rodriguez said. "Three days
here, it feels like we've been
here a month."

From Page 14
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Cad ,
L T PcI
Philadelphia
5 0 0 1.000
4
1 0 800
N Y Giants
Dallas
2 3 0 400
Washington
2 4 0 333
South
5
1
W
L T Pct
833
Atlanta
33
3
New Orleans
2 4 0 8
2
300
1
4
Carolina
O 16
pc7t
Tampa Bay
W1
L
5 T
North
Minnesota
Detroit
Green Bay
Chicago

4
3
2
1
West

1
2
4
4

0 800
0 600
0 333
0 200

L T Pct
4 2 0 667
St Louis
3 2 0 600
Seattle
1
4 0 200
Arizona
1
5 0 167
San Francisco
Sunday, Oct. 24
St Louis at Miami. noon
Detroit at NV Giants, noon
Buffalo at Baltimore, noon
Atlanta at Kansas City noon
Jacksonville at Indianapolis. noon
Chicago at Tampa Bay. noon
San Diego at Carolina. noon
Philadelphia at Cleveland, noon
Tennessee at Minnesota, noon
N.Y. Jets at New England, aos p.m.
Dallas at Green Bay, 315 p.m
Seattle at Arizona, 3:15 p.m.
New Orleans at Oakland. 3,15 p.m
Open: Pittsburgh, Washington. San
Francisco. Houston
Monday, Oct. 25
Denver at Cincinnati, 8 p.m.

•

right now."
"It was really a well-played
Turns out last October's epic
game, well-pitched game."
was only a prequel. with this
Cardinals manager Tony La
year's series mirroring the seaRussa said. "Brutal ending."
son. New York burst out to win
Beltran — who else? — led
the first three games, now
off the ninth with a single
Boston is desperately trying to
against Jason Isringhausen.
catch up.
After an intentional walk to
Just 211/2 hours after Ortiz's Lance Berkman with one out,
12th-inning homer off Paul Kent hammered a ball off the
Quantrill at 1:22 a.m. gave limestone facade in left field.
Boston a 6-4 victory in Game 4,
Kent flipped his bat after he
the Boston slugger fouled off six connected, tossed off his helmet
pitches before singling to drive as he headed home and said,
in the winning run off Esteban -One more, one more."
1,saaiza.
The Astros won their third in
-The last two nights shows a row, and will look to close the
the depth, the character, the series in Game 6 Wednesday in
heart, the guts of our ballclub," St. Louis. Matt Morris will start
winner Tim Wakefield said.
for the Cardinals and Houston
This time, Boston was six manager Phil Garner will make
outs from elimination before his choice Tuesday — it could
Ortiz's leadoff homer off Tom be Clemens. pitching on three
Gordon and Jason Varitek's sac- days' rest.
Too bad a lot of people might
rifice fly off Mariano Rivera tied
have missed it. Most b'aseball
it 4-4 in the eighth.
AP
The next six innings were fans in the country got the
Boston's David Ortiz cele- agonizingly tense, filled with a Yankees-Boston game in the
brates his 14th-inning double play, three passed balls ALCS, and surely some people
game-winning single off in the same inning. two Red Sox in St. Louis watched the RamsTampa Bay NFL matchup.
the
Yankees' Esteban runners thrown out trying to
Before this night. the postsecond
and
10
runners
left
steal
Loaiza in Game 5 of the
season record for fewest total
on
base.
ALCS Monday at Fenway
When it was over, New York hits was five, done three times in
Park, The Red Sox won 5-4,
had stranded 18 runners and the the World Series, including Don
but the Yankees still lead
Red Sox 12. The back-to-back Larsen's perfect game in 1956.
Clemens talked to Backe earthe series 3-2.
marathons totaled 26 innings
lier in the series.
None of the other 25 teams and 10 hours, 51 minutes.
"I have a lot of energy and
that fell behind 3-0 in a postseaJust a night after throwing 50
it's obvious to everybody, but he
come
back
to
series
has
ever
closer
Keith
son
pitches, Boston
basically just told me to channel
win — and only two of them Foulke threw 22 more. Rivera,
it towards the catcher and what
pushed it to six games.
who blew a save for the second
I'm supposed to be doing out
"We're going out there with straight night and the third time there," he said.
no pressure," Boston's Johnny this postseason, pitched two
Backe, who started the seaDamon said. "We've done stuff innings for the second straight son in the minors and went 5-3
we're not supposed to be doing game.
in the majors, gave up a two-out

NLCS Schedule
Wednesday, Oct. 13
St. Louis 10. Houston 7
Thursday, Oct. 14
St Louis 6, Houston 4
Saturday, Oct. 16
Houston 5, St Louis 2
Sunday. Oct. 17
Houston 6, St Louis 5
Monday. Oct. 18
Houston 3, St Louis 0. Houston leads
series 3-2
Wednesday, Oct. 20
Houston at St Louis. 319 p.m.
Thursday. Oct. 21
it
Houston at St Louis. 7•19
necessary

single to Tony Womack in the
sixth. Brad Lidge pitched a per
feet ninth in the combined one
hitter.
• "I just got into a rhythm, a
groov0:- Backe said. "I had really good command."
Williams
allowed
Jeff
Bagwell's single in the first and
nothing more. Both starters
struck out four and walked two
in a rematch of Game I. won by
Williams.
"I just know I put up seven
zeros, but I got outmatched."
Williams said.
Lidge pitched for the third
straight day. adding a win to his
two saves in the series.
lsringhausen relieved in the
eighth, and wound up with the
loss.
"I knew it was out when it
left the hat," lsringhausen said.
Beltran's record streak of
homering in five straight postseason games ended. though he
gave it a ride in his first at-hat.
The Astros won for the 22nd
time in their last 23 home
games. Fans simply didn't want
to leave Minute Maid Park at the
end, hanging around inside. to
celebrate.

\ cui I.EG1 PRO' ()R FOR 0\ R 30 \ F.\ R111
With over 30 years of experience in the classroom, teaching
at Murray State University, Melvin understands the needs of
our education system. He knows that we have made
progress, but we must change the way our public schools
are run to keep up with changing times.
Supports changes to the State Department of education
so more of our education dollars end up in the classroom,
not in Frankfort bureaucracy. Our teachers should not
have to buy school supplies with money from their own
pocket.
We can't let our talented teachers leave this state or
change careers so we must give them REAL raises, to
bring them fo a salary level that is competitive with
surrounding states.

Melvin Henley

My Grandpa Melvin has
always told me
that reading and
education are important.
He sure has taught me
a lot about
computers too.
I hope he can go to
Frankfort so I
can visit.

Zack
Pold for by Melvin Henley. Chris Wooldndge Treasurer

.
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SPORTS
Second District Tournament

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times photo

surCalloway County junior Kayla Bazzell (11) tries to free the ball while being
(midWilliams
Rachel
and
(left)
Pember
rounded by Murray High defenders Megan
Mayfield
dle) in the first half of Monday's Second District Tournament action at
lead.
1-0
a
Lakers
Lady
the
give
to
goal
first
match's
the
had
Baize!l
High School.
Calloway went on to win 4-1.

White powers CCHS
past rival Murray,4-1
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
MAYFIELD, Ky. — About
the only thing as quick as
Lady Laker sophomore Haley
White is lightning.
After a 40-minute delay
Monday night postponed
White's
between
action
Calloway County soccer
cohorts and Murray High in
Second District Tournament
action, White returned to the
field and put up two goals that
were, well: as loud as thunder.
White broke a I-1 tie following the delay in the second
half with a streaking score
down the left sideline with
27:32 to play. Some five minutes later, she raced past two
would-be Lady Tiger defenders and scored an insurance

goal as Calloway beat Murray
High 4-1 to advance to
tonight's showdown with
Graves County, beginning at
7:30 p.m. at Mayfield High
School.
White, who credits her success to speed, has 13 goals on
the year. She complimented
her teammates on getting her
the passes she needed downfield.
"They just sent me through
balls, and I was able to outrun
the defense," White said.
White's head coach, Mike
Smith, said even with 13
goals, she's more balanced
than what people give her
credit for.
"That's something that we
talked about on the way over
here (Monday)," Smith said.

"I told her that she's a weapon
and that there is no one that
can stop her. But if she is
going to get the ball 90 percent of the time, then she is
going to have to put it in (the
goal) a little more than she has
been."
Murray High head coach
Jared Rosa said the Lady
Tigers weren't fortunate
enough to catch White on one
of her off-nights.
"We really didn't catch her
slacking off, that's for sure,"
he said. "She took advantage
of her opportunities and got
the best of us. You can only
hold a player down like that
for so long."
Calloway struck early in

Kent's homer gives
Astros series lead
HOUSTON (AP) — In a
series ruled by sluggers, it was
hard to imagine Brandon Backe
and Woody Williams would
slow them down. They did more
than that, hooking up in one of
the greatest October duels ever.
Only when Backe and
Williams left Game 5 of the NL
championship series did hitters
have any chance. Jeff Kent was
fine with that — his three-run
homer in the ninth inning sent
the Houston Astros over St.
Louis 3-0 Monday night for a 32 edge.
Boosted by a talk with Roger
Clemens, Backe dominated for
eight innings while Williams
went seven. Both teams had a
mere single until Houston came
to bat in the bottom of the ninth.
"He was on tonight, just like
I was," Backe said. "When you S
feel as good as I did out there
and felt in the rhythm that I was
in, you just feel like nobody can
hit you.:'
The Astros moved within one
AP
win of their first World Series,
home
at
greeted
is
(12)
Kent
Jeff
baseman
second
winning a game that had just Astros
run home run to beat the St.
four hits — the fewest in post- plate after hitting a three5 of the National League
Game
in
3-0
Cardinals
Louis
season history.
"We've been struggling to Championship Series Monday night in Houston. The
get offense all day, both teams," Astros lead the series 3-2.
Kent said. "Both teams know
games, yet neither had a runner of five straight games with a
how to hit, the pitching just shut
get past second base until the home run ended, but he made
us down all day long. To finally
Astros center fielder Carlos two terrific catches.
end.
come up with a hit is big."
had a lot to do with that
The teams combined for 19 Beltran
ecord streak •See NLCS Page 13
postseason-r
his
—
home runs in the first four

Our Prfiees Are
Falling Faster Than
The Leaves!
%ANN&
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II See WHITE Page 13

Marshals'
rally drops
Calloway

0

Pontiac
Grand Am

Oldsmobile
Alero

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
MAYFIELD, Ky. -- A 69-1 season for a powerhouse
program like the Marshall
County boys' soccer team is
grounds for Armageddon,
especially heading into postseason play.
But, as Calloway County
head coach Daniel Smith said
following his team's 3-2 double-overtime loss to the
Marshals in the Second
District Tournament Monday
night, "they're still Marshall
County."
MICHAEL DANN/ Ledger & Times photo
Indeed. The Marshals
scored two goals in the sec- Calloway County's Josh Johnson maneuvers around a
ond overtime session to
Marshall County defender in the second half of
eclipse a 2-2 tie with the Monday's Second District Tournament match at
Lakers. sending CCHS pack- Mayfield High School. The Marshals rallied to heat the
ing on the tournament's
Lakers 3-2 in two overtimes.
opening night.
Calloway's Chris Fike on Calloway's side.
9-4 record. He added that the
provided the first goal of
Lakers didn't change their
those
ot
one
was
"It
overtime with 4:51 left to unlucky things," Smith noted. game plan heading into the
play to give the Lakers a 2-1 "The ball just didn't bounce contest.
lead. But in the second OT, our way. I think we outplayed
"We have our game, and it
Marshall County's Clayton (Marshall), but they just put can beat anyone," he said.
Spiceland lofted a kick off two quick ones in on us there "That's the best I've seen them
the fingertips of Calloway in the second overtime."
play all season. They played
Jason
goalkeeper
and played as a team.
together
Marshall
Klint Conrad gave
Stubblefield.
"If we would have played
a 1-0 lead with 26:53 to play in
Forty seconds later, Ryan the second half, but five min- the way (Monday) that we
Strum found the back of the utes later Calloway's Brennan played all year, we would have
net for the game-winning Parker made good on the surpassed the three wins we
goal.
penalty kick to knot the score had. We could have been .500
Smith said his team didn't at 1- I .
if we would have played the
let down following Fike's goSmith said his team was way we did (Monday)."
ahead goal, but luck wasn't ready for Marshall despite a 3-

a
month
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